
SECTION 20

AUDIO SYSTEMS

Although much of this section contains fundamental information on basic audio technology, extensive
information on new evolving digital audio formats and recording and reproduction systems has been added
since the last edition.

As noted herein, DVD-Audio, for example, is based on the same DVD technology as DVD-Video discs
and DVD-ROM computer discs. It has a theoretical sampling rate of 192 kHz with 24-bit processing and can
store 4.7 gigabytes on a disc with a choice of two- or six-channel audio tracks or a mix of both. Super Audio
CD (SACD) has the same storage capacity. It uses direct stream digital (DSD) with 2.8 MHz sampling in
three possible disc types. The first two contain only DSD data (4.7 gigabytes of data on a single-Iayer disc
and slightly less than 9 gigabytes on the dual layer disc). The third version, the SACD hybrid, combines a
single 4.7 gigabyte layer with a conventional CD that can be played back on conventional CD players.

MPEG audio coding variations continue 10 evolve. For example:

• MPEG-I is a low-bit-rate audio format.

• MPEG-2 eXlcnds MPEG-l toward the audio needs of digital video broadcasting.

• MPEG-2 Advanced Audio Coding (AAC) is an enhanced multichannel coding system.

• MP3 is the popular name for MPEG-l Layer UI.

• MPEG-4 adds object-based representation, content-based interactjvity, and scalability.

• MPEG-7 delines a universal standardized mechanism for exchanging descriplive data.

• MPEG-21 delines a multimedia framework to cnable transparent and augmented use of multimedia
'crvices a ross a widc rangc of networks and devices used by different communiLies. R.I.
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CHAPTER 20.1
SOUND UNITS AND FORMATS

Daniel w. Martin, Ronaid M. Aarts

STANDARD UNITS FOR SOUND SPECIFICATION'.2

Sound Pressure

Airborne sound waves are a physical disturbance pattem in the air, an elastic medium, traveling through the
air al a speed that depends somewhat on air temperalure (but nol on static air pressure). The instantaneous
magnitude of lhe wave at a specific point in space and time can be expressed in various ways, e.g., dis
placement, parlicle velocity, and pressure. However, the most widely used and measured property of sound
waves is sOl/lid preSSllre, lhe fluctuation above and below almospheric pressure, which results from the
wave.

An atl1losp/tere (atm) of pressure is typically about 105 pascals (Pa) in the International System of units.
Sound pressure is usually a very smal! part of atmospheric pressure. For example, lhe minimum audible sound
pressure (threshold of hearing) at 2000 Hz is 20 ,uPa. or 2(10t'0 atm.

Sound-Pressure level

Suund pressure important 10 electronics engineering range from lhe weakest noi e that can interfere with
sound recording to the strongesl sounds a loudspeaker diaphragm should be expected 10 radiate. This range is
approx.imalely 106. Consequently, for convenience, sound pressures are commonly plotted on a logarilhmic
scale called sOlll1d-pressure level expressed in decibels (dB).

The decibel, a unil widely lIsed for olher purposes in e!eclronics engineering, originaled in audio engi
neering (in telephony), and is named for Alexander Graham Bell. Because it is logarilhmic, it requires a refer
ence value for comparison jusl as it does in other branches of electronics engineering. The reference pressure
for sounds in air, corresponding 100 dB, has been defined as a sound pressure of 20 ,uPa (previously 0.0002
dyn/cm2). This is the reference sound pressure Po used throughout this seclion of the handbook. Thus lhe
sound-pressure level Lp in decibels corresponding to a sound pressure p is defmed by

(I)

The reference pressure Po approximales the weakest aud.ible sound pressure at 2000 Hz. Consequenlly most
decibel values for sound levels are posilive in sign. Figure 20.1.1 relates sound-pressure level in decibels 10
sound pressure in micropascals.

Sound power and sound inlensity (power flow per unit area of wavefront) are generally proportionallo the
square of the sound pressure. Doubling the sound pressure quadruples the intensity in the sound field, requir
ing four times lhe power from lhe sound source.

20.3
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Audible Frequency Range

The international abbreviation Hz (hertz) is now used (instead of the farmer cps) for audible frequencies
as weil as the rest of the frequency domain. The limits of audible frequency are only approximate because
tactile sensations below 20 Hz overlap aural sensations above this lower limit. Moreover, only young lis
teners can hear pure sounds near or above 20 kHz, the nominal upper limit.

Frequencies beyond both limits, however, have significaoce to audio-eIectronics engineers. For example,
near-infrasonic (below 20 Hz) sounds are needed for c1assical organ music but can be noise in turntable rum
ble. Near-ultrasonic (above 20 kHz) intermodulation in audio circuits cao produce undesirable difference
frequency components, which are audible.

Tbe audible sound-pressure level range cao be combined with the audible frequency range to describe
an auditory area, shown in Fig. 20.1.2. The lowest curve shows the weakest audible sound-pressure level
for l.istening witb both ears to a pure tone while facing the sound source in a free field. The minimum level
depends greatly on the frequency of the sound. It also varies somewhat among listeners. The levels that
quickly produce discomfort or pa.in for listeners are only approx.imate, as indicated by the shaded and cross
hah.:hed areas of Fig. 20.1.2. Extended exposure can produce temporary (or permanent) loss of auditory area
at sound-pressure levels as Jow as 90 dB.
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Wavelength effects are of great importance in the design of sound systems and rooms because wavelength
varies over a 3-decade range, much wider than is typical elsewhere in electronics engineering. Audible sound
waves vary in length from I cm to 15 m. The dimensions of the sound sources and receivers used in electro
acoustics also vary greatly, e.g.• from I cm to 3 m.

Sound waves follow the principles of geometrical opties and acoustics when the wavelength is very small
relative to object size and pass completely around obstacles much smaller than a wavelength. This wide range
of physical effects complicates the typicaJ practical problem of sound production or reproduction.

Loudness Level

FlGURE 20.1.3 Equal-loudness-lcvcl contours,
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The simpie. direct method for determining experimentally the loudness level of a sound is to match its
observed loudness with that of a IOOO-Hz sinewave reference tone of calibrated, variabIe sound-pressure level.
(Usually this is a group judgment, or an average of individual judgments. in order 10 overcome individuaJ
observer differences.)

When the two loudnesses are matched, the loudness level of the sound, expressed in phons, is defined as
numerically equal to the sound-pressure level of the reference tone in decibels. For example, a series of

observers. each listening altemately to a machine noise and
to a IOOO-Hz reference tone, judge them (on the average) to
be equally loud when lhe reference tone is adjusted to 86 dB
at the observer location. This makes the loudness level of the
machine noise 86 phons.

Al 1000Hz the decibel and phon levels are numerically
idenücal. by definition. However, at other frequencies sine
wave tones may have numericaLly quite different sound- and
loudness-Ievels, as seen in Fig. 20.1.3. The dashed contour
curves show the decibel level at each frequency correspond
ing 10 the loudness level identifying the curve at 1000 Hz.
For example, a lone at 80 Hz and 70 dB lies on the contour
marked 60 phons. lts sound level must be 70 dB for it to be
as loud as a 60-dB tone at 1000 Hz. Such differences at low
frequencies, especially at low sound level , are a charac!eT
istjc of the sen e of hearing. The fluctuations above 1000Hz
are caused by sound-wave diffraction around tbe head of the
listener and resonances in hi eaT canaJ. This illustrate how
human physiological and psychologicaJ characteristics com
plicate the appJication of purely physical concepts.

Since loudness level is related to IOOO-Hz tones defined
physicalJy in magnitude, the loudness-level scale is not really psychologically based. Consequently, although
one can say that 70 phons is louder than 60 phons, one cannot say how much louder.
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Loudness

By using the phon scaJe to overcome the effects of frequency, psychophysicists have developed a true loud
ness scaJe based on numerous experimental procedures involving relative-loudness judgments. Loudness,
measured in sones, has a direct relaüon to loudness level in phons, which is approximated in Fig. 20.1.4.
(Below 30 phons the relation changes slope. Since few practical problems require that range, it is omitted for
simplicity.) A loudness of 1 sone has been defined equivalent to a loudness level of 40 phons. It is evident in
Fig. 20.1.4 that a lO-phon change doubles the loudness in sones, which means twice as loud. Thus a 20-phon
change in loudness level quadruples the loudness.

Another advantage of lhe sone scaJe is thaI the loudness of componenls of a complex sound are additive on
the sone scale as long as they are weil separated on lhe frequency scale. For example (using Fig. 20.1 A), two
tonal components at 100 and 4000 Hz havingloudness levels of 70 and 60 phons, respectively, would have
individual loudnesses of 8 and 4 sones, respectively, and a tota! loudness of 12 sones.
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level in decibels as !he frequency changes wilh a constant electric or sound input; or it may be a ratio of the
output to inpul (expressed in decibels) as long as they are linearly relaled wilhin the range of measurement.

When !he response-frequency characterislic is measured with !he inpul frequency filtered from !he oulput,
a distonion-frequency characteristic is !he resuh. It can be further fihered to obtain curves for each harmonie
if desired.

Directional Characteristics

Sound sources radiale abnost equally in all direCl.ions when the wavelength is large compared to source dimen
sions. AI higher frequencies, where the wavelengtIl is smaller !han the source, !he radiation becomes quile
directional.

Time Characteristics

ny sound property can vary with time. It can build up. decay, or vary in magnitude periodically or randomly.
reverberant sound field decays ra!her logarithmically. Consequently the sound level in decibels falls linear

Iy when !he time cale is linear. The mIe of decay in !his example is 33 dB/s.

REFERENCE5

1. Harri . C.i. (ed.). "Handbook of eou lÎca! 'leasurements and Noi e onlIOI," Chaps. 1 and 2, McGraw-Hill. 1991.

cousti al Tennin logy (Includiog Mechani al hoek and Ibralion). S 1.1-1994. ACOUSlica! Sociely of America. 1994.

3. SI SlaJIdard S3.4-19 0 (R 19 6).



CHAPTER 20.2
SPEECH AND MUSICAL SOUNDS

Daniel W. Martin, Ronaid M. Aarts

SPEECH SOUNDS

Speech Level and Spectrum

Both the sound-pressure level and the spectrum of speech sounds vary continuously and rapidly during con
nected discourse. Although speech may be arbitrarily segmented into elements called phonemes. each with a
characteristic spectrum and level. actually one phoneme blends ioto another.

Different talkers speak somewhat differently, and they sound different. Their speech characteristics vary
from one time or mood to another. Vet in spite of all these differences and variations. statistica! studies of
peech have established a Iypical "idealized" speech spectrum. The spectrum level rises about 5 dB from 100

to 600 Hz. then faUs about 6. 9. 12. and IS dB in succeeding higher octaves.
Overall sound-pressure level. , averaged over time and measured at a distance of Imfrom a talker on or

near the speech axis, lie in the range of 65 and 75 dB when the talkers are instructed to speak in a "normal"
tone of voice. Along this axis the speech sound level follows the inverse-square law closely to within about 10
cm of the lips, where Lhe level is about 90 dB. At lhe lips, where communication microphones are aften u ed..
the overall speech sound level typically averages over 100 dB.

The peak levels of speech sounds greatly exceed the long-time average level. Figure 20.2. I shows the dif
ierence between short pcak levels and average levels al different frequencie in lhe speech pectrum. The dir
ference is greater at high frequencies, where the sibilant sounds of relatively short duration have spectrum
peaks.

Speech Directional Characteristics

Speech sounds are very directional at high frequencies. Figure 20.2.2 shows clearly why speech is poorly
received behind a talker, especially in nonreflective environments. Above 4000 Hz the directionalloss in level
is 20 dB or more, which particularly affects the sibilant sound levels so important to speech intelligibility.

Vowel Spectra

Different vowel sounds are formed from approximately the same basic laryngeal tone spectrum by shaping the
vocal tract (throat, back of mouth, mouth, and lips) to have different acoustical resonance-frequency combi
nations. Figure 20.2.3 illustrates the spectrum filtering process. The spectral peaks are called fornwnts, and
their frequencies are known as formant frequencies.

20.9
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The shapes of the vocal tract simplified modeis,
and the acoustical results for three vowel sounds are
showll in Fig 20.2.4. A convenient graphical method
for describing the combined formant pattems is shown
in Fig 20.2.5. Traveling around this vowel loop
in olves progressive motion of the jaws, tongue, and
lips.
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More intelligibility is contained in the central part of the
speech spectrum than near the ends. Figure 20.2.6 shows
tbe effect on articulation (the percent of syllables cor
rectly heard) when low- and high-pass filters of various
utoff frequencies are u ed. From this informat.ion a special frequency scale has been developed in which each

of _0 frequency bands contributes 5 percent to a total arriClliatioll illdex of 100 percent. This distorted fre
quency scale is used in Fig. 20.2.7. Also shown are the spectrum curves for speech peaks and for speech min
ima. Iying approximately 12 and 18 dB. respectively. above and below the average-speech-spectrum curve.
When all the shaded area (30-dB range hetween the maximum and minimum curves) lies above threshold and
helow overload, in the absence of noise the articulation index is 100 percent.

If a noise-spectrum curve were added to Fig 20.2.7. the figure would become an articulation-index com
putation chart for predictiog communication capability. For example. if the ambient-noise spectrum coincided
witb the average-speech-spectrum curve, i.e.. the signal-to-noise f'Jtio is I, only twelve-thirtieths of the had
ed area would Lie above the noise. The articulation index would he reduced accordingly to 40 percent.

FieUIe _0.2.8 relale monosyllabic word articulation and sentence intelligibility 10 articulation index. In the
e ample above, for an aniculation inde of 0.40 approximalely 70 percent of monosyllabic words and 96 per

nt of sentences would he correcll received.
However. if tbe igoal-to-ooi e ratio were kept al unity and th frequency range were reduced to 1000 10

3000 Hz. half the band would he I .1. AIticulation index would drop 10 0.20, word articulation to 0.30. and
ot 0 intelligibitity t 70 percent. Thi h w th ne il for wide frequen range in a communication
tem beo tbe ignal-lo-o ise ratio i Olarginal C ove el g i 'nal-lo-noi ratio i required when !he

frequeo range' limit
articulati o-ind meth i parti ularly valuabl in int ommunicali n- y lem de igm

involvine 00" di turbance al both the tr.IJlSmining and recei in tati n. impier e li e Ol lho<! ha\'C aJso
been de;eloped, such as the rapid speech transmission index CRASTl).

Speech Intelligibility

FICURE 20.2.2 The directionaJ characlerislics of the human voice in a horimntaJ plane passing through the mouth.
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Speech Peak Clipping
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Speech waves are often affected inadvertently by electron ic-circuit performance deficiencies or limitations.
Figure 20.2.9 i1Justrates two types of amplitude distortion. center clipping and peak clipping. Center clip-

ping. often caused by improper balancing or biasing of a push-pull amplifier
circuit. can greatly interfere with speech quality and intelligibility. In a nor
mal speech spectrum the consonant sounds are higher in frequency and lower
in level than the vowel sounds. Center clipping tends to remove the important
consonants.

By contrast peak clipping has IittJe effect on speech intelligibility as long as
ambient noise at the talker and system electronic noise are relatively low in
level compared with the speech.

Peak clipping is frequently uSed intentionally in speech-communication
systems to raise the average transmitted speech level above ambient noise at the
listener or to increase the range of a radio transmitter of limited power. This can
he done simply by overloading an amplifier stage. However. it is safer for the
circuits and it produces less intermodulation distortion when back-to-back
diodes are used for clipping ahead of the overload point in the amplifier or
transmitter. Figure 20.2.10 shows intelligibility improvement from speech peak
clipping when the talker is in quiet and listeners are in noise. Figure 20.2.11
shows that caulion is necessary when the talker is in noise. unless the micro
phone is shielded or is a noise-canceling type.

Tilting the speech spectrum by differentiation and tlattening it by equaliza
lion are effective preemphasis treatments before peak clipping. Both methods
put the consonant and vowel sounds into a more balanced relationship hefore
the intermodulation effects of clipping affect voiced consonants.

Caulion must he used in combining different forms of speech-wave distor
lion. which individually have innocuous effects on intelligibility but can he
devastating when they are combined.

loq frequency

FIGURE20.2.3 Effeclsonlhe
speclrum of lhe laryngeal tone
produccd by lhe resonances of
Lhe vocallract.5
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FIGURE 20.2.4 Phonelic symbols. shapes of vocal troCI. modeis. and acoustic spectra
for three vowels6 ,
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MUSICAL SOUNDS

Musical Frequencies
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The accuracy of both absolute and relative frequencies is usually much more important for musical sounds than
for speech sounds and noise. The international frequency standard for music is defined at 440.00 Hz for A

4
,

the A above C4 (middle C) on the musical keyboard. In
sound recording and reproduction, the disc-rotation and
tape-transport speeds must be held correct within 0.2 or 003
percent error (including bath recording and playback
mechanisms) to be fully satisfactory to musicians.

The mathematical musical scale is based on an exact
octave ratio of 2: I. The subjective octave slightly exceeds
this, and piano tuning sounds better when the scale is
stretched very slightly.

The equally tempered scale of 12 equal ratias within
each octave is an excellent compromise between the differ
ent historical scales based on harmonie ratios. It has
become the slandard of reference, even for individual musi
cal performances, which may deviate from it for artistic or
otller reasons.

Different musical instruments play over different range of
!lIIult'lIl1ell1{/L frequency, shown in Fig.20.2.1.2. However, most

musical sounds have many harmonies that are audibly signif
icant 10 their lone peelT3. Consequently high-fidelity record·
ing and reproduet:ion need a much wider frequency range.
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Sound Levels of Musicallnstruments

lbe und level from a mu kal instrumenl \'aT'Î wiLh Ihe t}'pe of in lTUment, Ihe dj tanee from it, which note
in \he scale' being play . tbe d namic marking in Ihe prinled mu~ie, Lh pla er' ability. and (on polyphonic
instrurnen ) Lh oumber of nole (and lp) pla ed at the time.
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FlGURE 20.2.7 Speech area. bounded by speech peak
and minimum speclrum-Ievel curves. ploued on an anie
ulalion-indcx calculalion chan.9
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OrclJestraI/nstrnments. The following sound levels are typical ar a distance of 10 ft in a nonreverberanr room.
Soft (pianissimo) playing of a weaker orcheslral instrument, e.g.. violin, tlute, bassoon, produces a typical sound
level of 55 10 60 dB. Fortissimo playing on Ihe same instrument raises the level to about 70 to 75 dB. Louder
instruments, e.g.. trumpet or tuba, range from 75 dB at pianissimo to about 90 dB at fonissimo.

Cenain instmments have exceptional differences in sound level of low and high notes. A flute may change
from 42 dB on a oft low note to 77 dB on a loud high note. a range of 35 dB. The French hom ranges from
43 dB (soft and low) to 93 dB (Ioud and high).

Sound levels are ahout 10 dB higher at 3 ft (inverse-square law) and 20 dB higher at I ft. The louder inslru
ments, e.g., brass, at closer distances may overload some microphones and preamplifiers.

Updistorted speech wave

Clipping
level~_

)/
Peoks passed

Center-clipped wave Peok-clipped wave

FIGURE 20.2.9 1\vo types of amplitude dislortion of
speech waveform. 5
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noise-free speech waves. heard by Lisleners in ambient
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Percussive lnstruments. The sound levels of shock·
excited tones are more difficult to specify because they
vary so much during decay and can be excited over a very
wide range. A bass drum may average over 100 dB dur·
ing a loud passage with peaks (at IQ ft) approaching
120 dB. By contrast a triangle will average only 70 dB
with SO-dB peaks. A single tone of a grand piano played
forte will initially exceed 90 dB near the piano rim, 80
dB at the pianist, and 70 dB at the conductor JO to 15 ft
away. Large chords and rapid arpeggios will raise the
level about 10 dB.

/nstrumenta/ Groups. Orchestras, bands, and poly
phonic instruments produce higher sound levels since
many notes and instruments (or stops) are played togeth·
er. Their sound levels are specified at larger distances than
10 ft because the sound sources occupy a large area; 20 ft
from the front of a 75-piece orchestra the sound level wiJl

average about S5 to 90 dB with peaks of 105 to 110 dB. A full concert band will go higher. At a similar dis
tanee from the sound sources of an organ (pipe or electronic) the full-organ (or crescendo-pedal) condition wiJl
produce a level of 95 to 100 dB. By contrast the softest stop with expression shutters closed may he 45 dB
or les.

o
-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50

PeokvoltoQe atheodphones.dBrelative to 1.0 V

FlGURE 20.2.B Efl'ecls of speech clipping wilh both
!he talker and the lislener in simulaled aircraft noise.

Tole thaI exc ive peak clipping is detrirnenlal. lO

Growth and Decay of Musical Sounds

Th e characteristic are quite different for different in trument . Piano or guitar tones quickly rise to an initia!
maximum. tben gradually dinlini huntil the string are damped mecharücally. Piano tones have a more rapid
decay initiall tban later in the ustained tone. OrchestraJ instrument can start uddenly or smoothly, depend
ing n tbe musi ian' techniqu . and the damp rath r quickly when playingease . Room reverberation affec
bath growth and d ay fate when the time c n tanlS of the room are greater than those of th instrument vibra·
t . Th is an imponant [ tor in rgan mu ie, which is typicaJly played in a reverberani environment.

Many type of musical tone have chara teri tic tran ients hieh intluen e timbre greatly. In the "chiW' of
organ ton tbe traD ien are of diffe nt fundam ntal frequ n . Th y appear Qnd d ca before teady tate i
re bed. Ln percus 've tone th initia! transient i th u f th lone ( rten a percu ive noi ). and!he final
transi ot i tbe re uJL

These transient effects should be considered in the design of audio electroillcs such as "squelch," automat·
ie gain control, compressor, and background-noise reduction circuits.

Spectra of Musical Instrument Tones

Figure 20.2.13 displays time-averaged spectra for a 75-piece orcheslra, a theater pipe organ, a piano, and a
variety of orchestral instruments, including members of the brass, woodwind, and percussion families. These
vary fiom one note to another in the scale, from one instant to another within a single tone or chord, and from
one instrument or performer to another. For example, a concert organ voiced in a baroque style would have
lower spectrum levels at low frequencies and higher at high frequencies than the theater organ shown.

The organ and bass drum have the most prominent low-frequency output. The cymbal and snare drum are
strongest at very high frequencies. The orchestra and most of the instruments have spectra which dinlinish
graduaJly with increasing frequency, especially above 1000 Hz. This is what has made it practical to preem
phasize the high-frequency components, relative to those at low frequencies, in both disc and tape recording.
However, instruments that differ from this spectral tendency, e.g., coloratura sopranos, piccolos, cymbals, create
problems of intermodulation distortion, and overload.

Spectra/ peaks occurring only occasionaHy, for example, I percent of the time, are often more imponant
to sound recording and reproduction than the peaks in the average spectra of Fig. 20.2.13. The frequency
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FIGURE 20.2.12 Range of lhe fundamental frequencies of voices and various musical instru
ments. (Ref. 8).

ranges shown in Table 20.2.1 have been found to have relatively large instantaneous peaks for lhe instruments
listed.

Directional Characteristics of Musicallnstruments

Most musical i.nstruments are somewhal directional. Some are highly so, with well-defined symmetry, e.g.,
around tbe axis of a hom bello Otber instruments are less direclional because tbe sound source is smaller tban
the wavelengtb, e.g., clarinet, f1ute. The mechanical vibrating system of bowed string instruments is complex,
operating differently in different frequency ranges, and resulting in extremely variabie directivity. This is sig
nificant for orchestral sealing arrangements both in concert halls and recording studios.
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TABLE 20.2.1

Band limits, Hz

20-60
60-125

125-250
250-500
500-1,000

2,000-3,000
5,000-8,000
8,000-12,000

SPEECH AND MUSICAL SOUNDS

Frequency Band Containing [nstantaneous Spectral Peaks

Instruments

Theater organ
Bass drum, bass viol
Small bass drum
Snare drum, tuba, bass saxophone, French hom, c1arinet, piano
Trumpet, flute
Trombone, piccolo
Triangle
Cymbal

20.17

Audible Distortions of Musical Sounds

The quality of musical sounds is more sensitive to distortion than the intelligibility of speech. A chief cause is
that typical music contains severaJ simultaneous tones of different fundamental frequency in contrast to typi
cal speech sound of one voice at a time. Musical chords subjected to nonlinear amplification or transduction
generate intermodulation components that appear elsewhere in the frequency spectrum.

Difference tones are more easily heard than summation tones because the summation tones are often hid
den by harmonies that were already present in the undistorted spectrum and because auditory mask.ing of a
high-frequency pure tone by a lower-frequency pure tone is much greater than vice versa.

When a critical listener controls the sounds heard (30 organist playing an electronic org3O on a high-quality
amplification system) and has unlirnited opportunity and time to listen, even lower distortion (0.2 percent, for
example) can be perceived.
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CHAPTER 20.3
MICROPHONES, LOUDSPEAKERS,
AND EARPHONES

Daniel W. Martin

MICROPHONES

Sound-Responsive Elements

Th ound-re pon ive element in a microphone may have many forms (Fig. 20.3.1). 11 may be a slrelched
membrane (a . a lamped diaphragm b). or a magneljc diaphragn'l held in place by magnetic auraclion (c). In
tb th moving element i ith I' an Ie tri or magnetic onductor. :md the mot ion of the elemenl creates the
el tri or magneti equivalent of the ound directl .

Other ound-respon ive elemen are traight (d) or curv (I') oni al diaphragms with variou 'hape of
annular ompbance ring . as ho n. The Ol tion of the e diaphragm i tran mill d by a drive rod from !he
onical tip to a m hanical Lransducer below.

Other .....id Iy used el Ol ot are a ircul I' pi t n (f) hearing a ircular oice c ij of maller diameIer and a
orrugated-ribbon conduclor (g) of extrem I I w Ol and ti n u pcnd d in a magnclic field.

Transduetion Methods

Microphones have a great variely of transduction methods shown in Fig. 20.3.2.
The {oose-con/act transducer (Fig. 20.3.2a) was the oot achieved by BeU in magnetic form and later made

practjcaj by Edison's use of carbonized hard-coal particles. It is widely used in telephones. lts chief advantage
is i1s self-amplifying function, in which diaphragm amplitude variations directly produce electric resistance
and currenl variations. Disadvantages include noise, distortion, and instability.

Moving-iron transducers have great variety, ranging fiom the rustoric pivoted armature (Fig. 20.3.2b) 10 !he
modem ring armature driven by a nonmagnetic diaphragm (Fig. 20.3.2h). In all these types a coil surrounds
some portion of the magnetic circuit. The reluctance of the magnetic circuit is varied by motion of the sound·
responsive element, which is either moving iron itself (Fig. 20.3.2c and d) or is coupled mechanically 10 !he
moving iron (Fig. 20.3.2e-h). In some of the magnetic circuits that portion of the armature surrounded by!he
coil carries very little steady flux. operating on differential magnetic flux only. OutpUl voltage is proportional
to moving-iron velocity.

Electrostatic trallsducers (Fig. 20.3.2i) use a poIal'izing potential and depend on capacitance variatioJl
between the moving diaphragm and a fixed electrode for generation of a corresponding pOlential differ
ence. The electret microphone is a special type of electrostatic microphone that holds polarization indefi
nitely without continued application of a polarizing potential, an important practical advantage for many
appl ications.

20.18
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FIGURE 20.3.1 Sound-responsive elements in microphones,1

Piezoelectric transducers (Fig, 20.3.2j) creale an alternating potentia! through the flexing of crystaUine ele
ments which when deforrned, generate a charge differenee proportional to tbe deforrnation on opposite sur
races. Beeause of c1imatic effeets and high electric impedanee tbe rochelle salt comrnonly used for many years
has been superseded by polycrystalline ceramie elements and by piezoelectrie polymer.

Moving-coi/rransducers (Fig. 20.3.2k) generale polentiaI by oscilJation of tbe coil wilhin a uniform mag
netie field. Thc output potential is proponionaI 10 coil velocilY.
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FIGURE 20.3.2 Microphone transduction methods. I
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FIGURE 20.3.4 Helmholtz resonator in (a) perspcclive
and (b) in section and (c) equivalent eleclric circuit.2

ound-pre sure and air-volume
g •h;m have been pr pose<!.

C.

Ele tronÏcs engineers understand electroacouslic and electromechanical design beller wilh Ihe help of equiva
lent or analogou electric circuils. Microphone design provides an ideal base for inlroduclion of equivalentcir
cuil.S because microphone djmensions are smaH compared wilh acouslical wavelenglhs over most of \he
audjo-frequenc range. Thi allow the assumption of lumped circuil c n lants.

Figure _0.3.3 hows equi aJenl symbol . for lhe Ihree basic elements of electrical. acoustical, and mechan
ical . y tem. In acou tical circuit Ihe re i lance is air friction or vi co ily, which occurs in porous malerials
or narrow lot. Radiation re i tan e i :mother fonn of acoustical damping. Mechanical rcsistance is friction.
M in the mechanicaJ stem i anaJogou - to eleclri induclan e. The acoustical equivalent is the mass of air
io an opening r on tri tion divided by the quare of il cro - clional area. The acou lical analog of elec
tri apacitan and me hani al- pring mplian e i a ou li al capacitance. It is Ihe inverse of Ihe liffn

I' an endo volume of air und r pi I nlik aclion. c u tica.! apacitan c i" proponiona.! 10 the volume
en losed.

Figu 20. A i an equival nt I uic ircuit f; r a Helmh IlZ re
current are analogous to electric polenlial and urrenl. re lively. Other anal
ODe frequenlly used hadvantag for mechanica.I len.

Mk:rophone' Types and Equivalent Circuits

Different types of microphone respond to different properties of the acoustical input wave. Moreover, the elec
tric output can be proportional to different intemal mechanical variables.

Pressure Type, Displacement Response. Figure 20.3.5 shows a microphone responsive to the sound-pressure
wave acling through aresonant acoustical circuit upon aresonant diaphragm coupled to a piezoelectric cie·
menl responsive to displacement. (The absence of sound porls in the case or in the diaphragm keeps the micro
phone pressure responsive.) In the equivalent circuit the sound pressure is the generator. La and Ra represent

Lm /A 2 Rm /A 2

Cm A2

FIGURE 20.3.5 Pre'slIre microphone, displacement response.'
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FIGURE 20.3.7 Gradient microphone, velocity response. I

the radiation impedance. Ls and Rs are the inertance and acoustical resistance of the holes; Cs is the capacitance
of the volume in front of the diaphragm; Lm, Cm' and Rmare the mass, compliance, and resistance of me piezo
electric element and diaphragm lumped together; and Cb is the capacitance of the entrapped back volume of
air. The electric output is the potential differential across the piezoelectric element. It is shown across the
capacitance in the equivalent circuit because microphones of this type are designed to be stiffness-controlled
throughout most of their operating range.

Pressure Type, Ve/ocily Response. Figure 20.3.6 shows a moving-coil pressure microphone. which is a
velocity-responsive transducer. In this microphone three acousticaJ circuits lie behjnd the diaphragm. One is
behind the dome and another behind the annular rings. The tmrd acousücal circuit Ijes beyond the acousücal
resistance at the back of the voice-coil gap and includes a leak from the back chamber to the outside. This
microphone is resistance-controlled throughout most of the range, but at low frequencies its response is extend
ed by lhe resonance of the third acoustical circuit. Output potentia] is proportional to the velocity of voice-coil
motion.

Pressure-Gradient Type, Ve/ocity Response. When both sides of the sound-responsive element are open to
the sound wave, the response is proporüonal IQ the gradient of the pressure wave. Figure 20.3.7 shows a rib-

bon conductor in a magnetic field with both ides of tbe
ribbon open to the air. In the equivalent circuit there are
two generators, one for sound pressure on each side.
Radiation resistance and reactance are in series with each
generator and the circuit constants of the ribbon. Usually
the ribbon resonates at a very low frequency, makjng its
mechanicaI response mass-controlled throughout the
audjo-frequency range. The electric output is proportion
al to the conductor velocity in the magnetic field. Gradient
microphones respond differenUy to distant and close sound
sources.

Directional Pattems and Combination Microphones

Because of iliffraction, a pressure microphone is equaJly responsive to sound from all directions as long as the
wavelength is larger than microphone ilimensions (see Fig. 20.3.8a). (At high frequencies it is somewhat direc
üonal along the forward axis of diaphragm or ribbon motion.)

By contrast a pressure-gradient microphone has a figure-eight direcüonal pattern (Fig. 20.3.8b), which
rotates about the axis of ribbon or diaphragm motion. A sound wave approaching a gradient microphone at
90° from the axis produces balanced pressure on the two sides of the ribbon and consequently no response.
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FIGURE 20.3.8 Direclional pallerns of microphones:
(a nondireclional: (b) bidireclional; (c) unidireclionaP

This defines the n.ul! plane of a gradient microphone.
Outside this plane the microphone response follows a
cosine law.

It the pressure and gradient microphones are com
bined in close proximity (see Fig. 20.3.9) and are con
nected electrically to add in equal (half-and-halO
proportions, a heart-shaped cardioid pattem (Fig. 20.3.&)
is obtained. (The back of the ribbon in the pressure
microphone is loaded by an acoust.ical resistance line.)
By combining the two outputs in other proportions
other limacon directional patterns can be obtained.

Phase-Shift Directional Microphones

Directional characteristics similar to those of the combination microphones can also be obtained with a single
mo\"ing element b means of equivalent circuit analysis using acoustical phase-shift networks. Figure 20.3.10
shows a mo ing-coil. phase- hift microphone and its simplified equivalent circuit. The phase-shift network is
composed of the rear-port resistance R~ and inertance L" the capacitance of the volume under the diaphragm
and within the magnet, and the impedance of the interconnecting screen. The microphone has a cardioid direc
lional pattern.

Special-Purpose Microphones

Speöal-purpo e microphone include tOl pe that are uperdirectional. two that overcome noise. and one
without cable .

lin~ microphones u an pproximat line of equalI. p d pickup point connected through acoustically
damped lube to a mmon mi roph ne diaphragm. Thc pha e relali n hip at tb e point for an incidenl
plane wave ombine to give a bnrply directionaJ pauem along the i if th lin cgmenl is al Ie lone
wa\elength.

Parobolic microphon~ fa a pre ure mi rophon unit t ward a para li ren I r at il ~ al point.
wb re un from distant ource ong th . of th p la c n rg. Thc are eff'eclÎv ~ r all wave-
I ngths maller man tbe diameter of the reOeclor.

oi ~-canc~lin miCrophOM are gradi nt mi roph oe in whjch Ül m hanical y lem i de igned 10 be
stitl'ness-controlled rather than mass-controlled. For distant sound sources the resulting response is greally
attenuated at low frequencies. However, for a very close sound source, the response-frequency characteristic
is uniform because the gradient of the pressure wave near a point source decreases with increasing frequency.
Such a microphone provides considerable advantage for nearby speech over distant noise on the axis of the
microphone.

L2
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L- ~~-.......... Cb

ca(€lflzC
b
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FIGURE 20.3.10 Phase-shift unidirectional microphone. 1
FIGURE 20.3.9 Combination
unidirect.iona.l microphone. 1
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Contact microphones are used on string and percussion musical inslrUments, on seismic-vibration detec
tors, and for pickup of body vibrations including speech. The tbroat microphone was noted for its convenience
and its rejection of airborne noise. Most types of throat microphone are inenia-operated, the case receiving
vibration from the throat walls actuated by speech sound pressure in the throat. The disadvantage is a defi
ciency of speech sibilant sounds received back in the throat from the mouth.

Wireless microphones have obvious operational advantages over those with microphone cords. A wireless
microphone contains a smalI, low-power radio transmitter with a nearby receiver connected to an audio com
munication system. Any of the microphone types can be so equipped. The potential disadvantage is in rf inter
ference and field effects.

Microphone Use in Recordings

2

Pion
(bI

Unidirectional
micraphone

Plan
(ol

Elevation

Velocity
microphone

1

(e I Pion

Velacity Unidirectional
~icroPhone microphone

~ Camera 0 Camera

~io~~~
Elevatien Elevation

(d) (el

FIGURE 20.3.11 Use of direct.ional microphooes.2

The choice of microphone type and placement greatly affects the sound of a recording. For speech and dia
logue recordings pressure microphones are usually placed near the speakers in order to minimize ambient
noise pickup and room reverberation. Remote pressure microphones are also used when a maximum room
effect is desired.

In the playback of monophonic recordings room effects are more noticeable than they would have been to a
listener standing at the recording microphone position because single-microphone pickup is similar to single
ear (monaural) listening, in which Ihe directionaJ clues of localization are lost. Therefore microphones gener
ally need to be closer in a monophonic recording than in a stereophonic recording.

In television pickup of speech, where a boom microphone should be outside the camera angle, unidirec
tional microphones are often used because of their greater ratio of direct to generally reflected sound response.

Both velocity (gradient) micropbones and unidirectionaJ
microphones can be used 10 advantage in broadcasting and
recording. Figure 20.3.lla shows how instrurnents may be
placed around a figure-eight directivity panem to baJance
weaker instruments 2 and 5 against stronger instruments I
and 3 with a polentiaJ noise source at point 4. In Fig. 20.3.llb
source 2 is favored, with sources I and 3 somewhat reduced
and source 4 highly discriminated against by the cardioid
directionaJ pattem. In Fig. 20.3.11 c an elevated unidirec
tional microphone airned downward responds uniformly to
souree on a circle around the axis wbile discriminating
against mechanicaJ noises at ceiling level. Figure 20.3.11 d
places the camera noise in the null plane of a figure-eight
paUem, and Fig. 20.3.1 Ie shows a sirnilar use for the unidi
rectionaJ microphone. Camera position is less critical for
the cardioid microphone than for the gradient microphone.

Early classical stereo recordings used variations of two
basic microphone arrangements. In one scheme two unidi
rectionaJ microphones were mounted close together with
their axes angled toward opposite ends of the sound field
to be recorded. This retained approximately the same
arrival time and phase at both microphones, depending
chiefly on tbe directivity pattems to create tbe sound dif
ference in tbe two channels.

In tbe second scheme tbe two microphones (not neces
sarily directionaJ) were separated by dislances of 5 10 25 ft,
depending on tbe size of the sound field to be recorded.
Microphone axes (if directional) were again directed

toward tbe ends of the sound field or group of sound sources. In tbis arrangement the time of arrivaJ and phase
differences were more imponant, and the effect of directivity was lessened. Each approach had its advantages
and disadvantages.
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With the alTival of tape recorders having mélny channels a trend has developed toward the use of more
microphones and closer rnicrophone placement. This offers much greater tlexibility in mixing and rerecord
ing, and it largely removes the effect of room reverberation from the recording. This may be either an advan
tage or a disadvantage depending on the view point. Reverberation can be added later.

In sOllnd-reinforcement systems for dramatic productions and orchestras the use of many microphones
again offers operaling tlexibility. However, it also increases the probability of operating error, increased
s stem noise, and acoustical feedback, making expert monitoring and mixing of the microphone outputs
necessar .

. n attractive altemative for multimicrophone audio systems is the use of independent voice-operated elec
tronic control s\ itches in each microphone channel amplifier, in combination with an automatic temporary
reduction of overall system ga.in as more channels switch on, in order to prevent acoustical feedback.

utomatic mixers have been devised to minimize speech signa] dropouts, and to prevent the inadvertent oper
ation of channel control switches by background noises.

Microphone Mounting

On p diums and lectems microphones are typically moumed on tixed stands wi!h adjustable amlS. On stages
tbe, are mounted on adjustable tloor stands. In mobile communication and in other situations where micro
phone use is occasional. handheld microphones are used during communication and are stowed on hangers at
otber time . For televi ion and film recording. where the microphone must be out of camera sight. the micro
ph n are usuaUy mounted on booms overhead and are moved abou! during the action to obtain tbe best
peech-to-noi e ratio possible at the time. In t\ o-way communication situatiolls which require the taikeI' to

m ve ahout r to turn hi head frequently. the microphone can be mounted on a boom fastened to his headset.
Thi pI' ide a fixed cl e-taJking microphone po ilion relative to Ihe mouth, a considerable advantage in
Iligh-ambiem-noi e levels.

Microphone Accessories

Noi e hields are needed ~ I' mi roph n in ambient n i e level' exceeding IlOdB. oise hields are quite
effective at high frequen ie . where tbe rand m-n i di crimination f noi - an elin Inicrophone dimin-
. . i 'oi hiel and noi -canceling microph ne mplem Ol eh other.

~ indscruns are a,aïlable for mier phone u in ai trcam I' lurbul ne'. Wilh uI th Jl1 a rodynamicaJly
induced ilo' . produced b turbul n at Lhe microph ne grille I' pening. Large wind reen m re
effective lhan small ones because they move the lurbulence region farther from the microphone.

Special sponge-rubber mountings for the microphone and cable to reduce extraneous vibration of the
microphone are often used. Many microphone stands and booms have optionaJ suspension mounting acces
sOl'ies to reduce shock and vibration transmitted through the stand or boom to the microphone.

Special Properties of Microphones

The source impedanee of a microphone is important not only to the associated preamplifier but also to the allow
abie length of microphone cable and the type and amount of noise picked up by the cabie. High-impedance
microphones (10 k.Q or more) cannot be used more tban a few feet from the preamplifier without pickup from
stray fields. Microphones having an impedance of a few ohms or Iess are usually equipped wilh stepup ~ans

formers 10 provide a line impedance in the range of 30 to 600 n, which ex!ensive investigation has estabhshed
as Ihe most noise-free line-impedance range.

The micruphone unit itself can be responsive to hum fields at power-line frequencies ulliess special design
precautions are taken. MOSI microphones have a hum-level rating based on measurement in a standard aJter-
nating magnetic field. .

Fur minimum electrical noise baJanced and shielded microphone lines are used, with the shleld grounded
on Iy at the amplifier end of the line.
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FIGURE 20.3.12 Loudspeaker (and earphone) transduc
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Microphone Hnearity should be considered when the sound level exceeds 100 dB, a frequent occurrence for
loud musical inslruments and even for close speech. Close-Ialking microphones, especially of the gradient
type, are particularly susceptible to noise from breath and plosive consonants.

Specifications

Microphone specifications typically include many of the following items: type or mode of operation, directiv
ity pattem, frequency range, uniformity of response within Ihe range, OUlput level at one or more impedances
for a standard sound-pressure input (for example, I Pa or 10 dynJcm2), recommended load impedance, hum
output level for a standard magnetic field (for example, 10-3 G), dimensions, weight, finish, mounting, power
supply (if necessary), and accessories.

LOUDSPEAKERS

Introduction

A loudspeaker is an electroacouslic transducer intended to radiate acoustic power into the air. Wilh lhe
acoustic waveform equivalent to lhe electrical input waveform. An earphone is an electroacoustic transducer
intended to be c10sely coupled acoustically to the ear. Both the loudspeaker and earphone are receivers of
audio-electron ic signais. The principal dislinction between lhem is the acousticalloading. An earphone deliv
ers sound to air in the ear. A loudspeaker delivers sound indireclly to the ear through the air.

The transduelion methods of loudspeakers and earphones are hislorically similar and are treated together. An
overview of loudspeaker developments of the c10sing 50 years of the last millennium is given by Gander.3

However, since loudspeakers operate primarily into radiation resistance and earphones into acouslical capacitance,
the design. mea~urement. and use of the two types of electroacouslic transducers will be discussed separately.

Transduction Methods

Early transducers for sound reproduction were of the mechanoacoustic type. Vibrations received by a sIylus in tb.e
undulaling groove of a record were transmilled 10 a diaphragm, placed at the throat of a hom for better acoustl-

cal impedance matching LO the air. all without the aid of
electronics. Electro-acouslics and e1ectronic introduced
many advantages and a variely of transduclion methods
including moving-coil. n1Oving-iron, electrostalic. mag
netostriclive, and piezoelectric (Fig. 20.3.12).

Most loudspeakers are moving-coil type today.
although moving-iron transducers were once widely
used. Electrostatic loudspeakers are used chietly in the
upper range of audio frequencies, where amplitudes are
smal!. Magnetostrictive and piezoelectric loudspeakers
are used for underwater sound. All the transducer types
are used in earphones except magnetostriclive.

Moving-CoiL The mechanical force on the moving
coil of Fig. 20.3.12a is developed by the interaction of
the current in the coil and the transverse magnetic field
disposed radially across the gap between the magnet

cap and the iron housing, which completes the magnetic circuit. The output force along the axis of the circu
lar coil is applied to a sound radiator.

Moving-iron transducers reverse the mechanical roles of the coil and the iron. The iron armature surround
ed by the stationary coil is moved by mechanical farces developed within the magnetic circuit. Moving-iron
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mugnelic circuils have many forms. As an example in the balanced armature system (Fig. 20.3.l2b) the direcl
mabnetic tlux passes only transversely through the ends of Ihe armature centered within the two magnelic gaps.
Coil currenl polarizes the armature ends opposilely, creating a force moment about the pivot point. The outpuI
force is applied from the tip of the armature to an attached sound radiator. In a balanced-diaphragm loud
speaker the armalure is lhe radiator.

ElectrostDtic. In Ihe electrostatic transducer (Fig. 20.3.12e) there is a dc potential difference between the con·
ductive diaphragm and the stationary perforated plate nearby. Audio signals applied through a blocking capac
itor superimpose an allemating pOlentiaL resulting in a force upon the diaphragm. which radiates sound directly.

MagnetoslriclÎI'e trallsdllcers (Fig. 20.3.l2d) depend on lenglh tluctuations of a nickel rod caused by vari·
ations in the magnetic field. The output molion may be radiated directly from the end of the rod or transmit
ted into the attached mechanical structure.

Pi -oeleclric trallsdllcers are of many fom1s using crystals or polycrystalline ceramic materiaIs. In simple
fom1 (Fig. 20.3.l2e) an expansion-contraction force develops along the axis joining the electrodes Ihrough
allemation of the potential difference belween \hem.

Sound Radiators

The purpose of a sound mdiator is 10 create smal!. audible air-pressure variations. Whelher they are produced
within a clo ed spa ·e b an earphone or in open air by a loudspeaker, the pressure variatioll require air motion
orcurrent.

Pistons. Cones Port. Expansion and olltraclion of a sphere is the cia ical contiguralioll but most practi·
cal ex.ampl involve rectilinear mOIion of a piston. cone, or diaphragm. In addition 10 the primary direcl radio

Lion from min!! sUIface • \here i al indire t r econdary radiation from enclo ure ports or homs 10 which
tbe direct radiato are a u ti all upled.

ttemp have n made t de\clop thcr f rrn f ound radiation u h as oscillating airslreams and other
rod)nami nfiguratioos with incid nlal u . if any. fm ing mechani al members.

I ri li' of a rigid circular pi~l n for diflerent ratio
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FlGURE 20.3.13 Directional characteristics of rigid circular pistons of differ
enl diameters or at differenl sound wavelengths. 2
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FIGURE 20.3.14 Direclional characteristics of two equal small in-phase sound sources separalcd by different
dislances or different sound wavelcnglhs. 2

I dB sound level) at 90° offaxis. For a four-wavelength diameter the same drop occurs in only 5°. (The beam
of an actual loudspeaker cone is less sharp than this at high frequencies, where the cone is not rigid.) Note that
all the polar curves are smooth when the single-source piston vibrates as a whoie.

Radwtor Arrays. When two separate, identical small-sound sources vibrate in phase, the directional pattem
becomes narrower than for one source. Figure 20.3.14 shows that for a separation of one-quarter wavelength
the two-source beam is only one-half as wide as for a single piston. At high frequencies the directional pattem
becomes very complex. (In three dimensions these curves become surfaces of revolution about the axis join
ing the two sources.)

Arrays of largel' numbers of sound radiators in close proximity are increasingly directional. Circular-area
arrays have narrow beams which are symmetrical about an axis through the center of the circle. Line arrays,
e.g., column loudspeakers, are narrowly directional in planes containing the line and broadly directional in
planes perpendicular to the line.

Direct·Radiator Loudspeakers

Most direct-radiator loudspeakers are of the moving-coil type because of simplicity, compactness, and inher
ently uniform response-frequency trend. The uniformity results from the combination of two simple physical
principles: (I) the radiation resistance increases with the square of the frequency, and hence the radiated sound
power increases similarly for constant velocity amplitude of the piston or cone; (2) for a constant applied force
(voice-coil current) the mass-controlled (above resonance) piston has a velocity amplitude which decreases
with the square of the frequency. Consequently a loudspeaker designed to resonate at a low frequency com
bines decreasing velocity with increasing radiation resistance to yield a uniform response within the frequency

range where the assumptions hold.

In
p

3
ut k Ra L REe ~CI>ISRIIS "WA

Field ~ Al
stMture t ~~
VOlceco,1 - -

Bof tie

~J ~J kj

FIGURE 20.3.15 (a) Struclure. (b) eleclric circuit, and
(c) equivalent mechanical circuit for a direct-radialor
moving-coil loudspeaker in a baftle.4

Equivalent Electric Circuits. Figure 20.3.15 shows a
cross-sectional view of a direct-radiator loudspeaker
mounted in a baffle, the electric voice-coi! circuit, and the
equivalent electric circuit of the mechanoacoustic system.
In the voice-coi! circuit e is the emf and REG the resistance
of the generator, e.g., power-amplifier output, Land REe
are the inductance and resistance of the voice cai!. ZEM is
the motional electric impedance from the mechano
acoustic system.
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wbere B = gap flux density (0)
1= voice-coil onduclor lenglh (cm)

RéC =voice-coil e!eclric resi lance (abohms)

Efficiency. Since RM.<I is small compared to the magnitudes of
the reactive components, Ihe efficiency of the loudspeaker in
lhis frequency range can be expressed as

FM is the driving force resulting from interaction of tbe
voice~coil current field with the gap magnetic field. Mc is tbe
combmed mass of the cone and voice coi!. eMS is the compli
anee of the cone-suspension system. R

MS
is the mechanica!

resistance. The mass MA and radiation resistance R
MA

of the air
load complete Ihe circuit.

Figure 20.3.16 summarizes Ihese mechanical impedanee
factors for a 4-in direct-radiator loudspeaker of conventional
design. Above resonance (where the reaetanee of the suspen
sion system equals the reaetanee of the cone-coil combina
lion) the impedance-frequency characteristic is dominated by
Me- From the resonance frequency of about 150 Hz to about
1500 Hz the conditions for uniform response hold.
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FIGURE 20.3.16 Component of mechani al
imped:Ince of 1I rypi al 4-in loudspeaker.·

\fagnetic Circuit 10 I magn n w are a high-nUJt. hi nl 1 pe, ilh r an alloy of alu
minurn. cobaJI, nickel. and iron. ra feml of iron. c balI, barium. and ni k !. Th magnel may be Jocaled in
me core 0 me lrocture or in me ring, r bolh. How v r, m gnetiz:lli n i!> dim uit when mngne oppo
silely polarized in the core and ring.

Air-gap flux density varies widely in commercial designs from approximately 3000 to 20,000 O. Since
most of the reluctance in the magnetic circuit resides in the air gap, the minimum practical voice-coil clear
ance in the gap compromises the maximum flux density. Pole pieces of heat-treated soft nickel-iron alloys,
dimensionally tapered near the gap. are used for maximum flux density.

Voice CoUs. The voice coil is a cylindrical multilayer coil of aluminum or copper wire or ribbon. Aluminum
is used in high-frequency loudspeakers for minimum mass and maximum efficiency. Voice-coil impedance
valies from I to 100 Q with 4, 8, and 16 Q standard. For maximum efficiency !he voice-coil and cone masses
are equaI. However, in large loudspeakers the cone mass usually exceeds the voice-coil mass. Typically tbe
voice-coil mass rangesfrom len!hs of a gram to 5 g or more.

Cones. Cone diameters range from 1 to 18 in. Cone mass varies from tenths of a gram to 100 g or more.
Cooes are made of a variety of materiaIs. The most common is paper deposited from pulp on a wire-screen
fanTI in a felling process. For high-humidity environment cones are molded from plastic materiais, sometimes
with a c10lh or fiber-glass base. Some low-frequency loudspeaker cones are molded from low-density plastic
foam to achieve greater rigidity with low density.

So far piston actjon has been assumed in which the cone moves as a whoie. Actually at high frequencies the
cone no Jonger vibrates as a single unit. Typically !here is a major dip in response resulting from quarter-wave
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FJGURE 20.3.17 Typical cone and coi) design values.'

retlection from the circular rim of the cone back to the voice coi!. For loudspeaker cones in the range of 8 to
15 in. diameter this dip usually occurs in the range of 1 to 2 kHz.

Typical CommercÜlI Design Values. Figure 20.3.17 shows typical values for several cone and voice-coil
design parameters for a range of loudspeaker diameters. These do not apply to extreme cases, such as Jllgh
compliance loudspeakers or high-efficiency hom drivers. The effective piston diameter (Fig. 20.3.17a) is Iess
than the loudspeaker cone diameter because the amplitude falls off toward the edges. A range of resollance fre
quencies is available for any cone diameter. but Fig. 20.3.17b shows typical values. In Fig. 20.3.l1c rypical
cone mass is M including the voice coi! and M' excluding the voice coil. Figure 20.3.17d shows rypical cone
suspension compliance.

Impedance. A major peak results from motionaJ impedance at primary mechanicaJ resonance. lmpedance is
usually unifoml above this peak until voice-coil inductance becomes dominant over resistance.

Power Ratings. Different types of power rating are needed to express the performance capabilities of loud
speakers. The large range of typical loudspeaker efficiency makes the acoustical power-delivering capacity
quite important. The electrical power-receiving capacity (without overload or damage) determines the choice
of power amplifier.

Loudspeaker efficiencies are seldom measured but are often compared by measuring the sound-pressure
level at 4 ft on the loudspeaker axis for I-W audio input. High-efficiency direcl radiators provide 95 to JOO dB.
Hom loudspeakers are typicaJly higher by 10 dB or more, being both more efficient and more directional.

Loudspeakers are also rated by the maximum rms power output of amplifiers which will IlOI damage the
loudspeaker or drive it into serious distortion on peaks. Such ratings usually assume that the amplifier will sel
dom be driven 10 full power. For example, a 30-W amplifier will seldom be required 10 deliver more than JO W
rms of music program materiaJ. Otherwise music peaks would be clipped and sound distorted.

However, in speech systems for high-ambient-noise levels the speech peaks may be clipped intentionaJly,
causing the loudspeaker 10 receive the full 30 W much of the transmission time. Then the loudspeaker musl
handle large excursions withoul mechanical damage to the cone suspension and without destroying the
cemented coi! or charring the form.

Disrortion. Nonlinear distortion in a loudspeaker is inherently low in the mass-controlled range of frequen
cies. However, distortion is produced by nonlinear cone suspension at low frequencies, voice-coil motion
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beyond the limits of uniform air-gap flux, Doppier shift modulation of high-frequency sound by large cone
v locity at low frequencies, and nonJinear dislOrtion of the air near the cone at high powers (particularly in
hom drivers). Methods for comrolling these distortions follow.

I. When a back enclosure is added to a loudspeaker. the acoustical capacitance of the enclosed volume is repre
sented b an additional serie.s capacitor in the mechanical circuit of Fig. 20.3.15. Insuf/kient volume stiffens
the ane acoustically, raising the resonance frequency and Jimiting the low-frequency range of !he loudspeak
er. lt is convenient ta reduce nanlinear distartion at low frequencies by increasing the cane-suspension cam
pliance and depending on the back enclosure to provide the system stiffness. Since an enclosed volume is
more linea!' than most mechanical springs, this lowers low-frequency distortion.

2. Distortion from inhamogeneity of the air-gap flux can be reduced by making the voice-coil length either
considerably smaller or larger than the gap width. This stabilizes the total number of lines passing !hrough
the coi!. but it also reduces loudspeaker efficiency.

3. Doppier djstortion ean be eliminated only by separating the high and law frequencies in a multiple laud
speaker system.

4. ir-o erlaad distortion caIl be avoided by increasing the radiating area.

Loudspeaker Mountings and Enclosures

hows a variet of mountings and en 10 ures. An unbaflled laud peaker is an acouslic doublet
greater than !.he firn diameter. In this frequency range the acoustical power output for constant
prop rtional 10 the tourth power of !.he frequency.

Baffles. In order ta improv efficien at la frequencie' it i- n ces ary to separate the front and back wave.
Figure _0.3.1 i the impl t ~ rm f batlle. The effect of different baffle sizes is given in Fig. 20.3.19.
Re pon e dip occurring when tb acau ti palh fram front to back i a wavelength are eliminated by ilTegu
lar baffle hape or off ent r mounting.

Endosure.
b open-pipe acou tical
ci where !.he w veleng!.h i
creale response irregulariti

Loudspeok~

@]~~"~@]L @]Ll
(a) (0) (c)

o
CJ

(d) (e) AbsarbinQ
material

( f)

FlGURE 20.3.18 Mounting and enclosures for direct-radiator loudspeaker: (a) flat bafl1e; (b)
open-back (;;lbinet; (r) c10sed cabinel; (d) poned c10sed cabinet; (e) labyrinlh; (j) foJded hom'
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Ported EncJosures (Fig. 20.3.18d). Enclosure volume can be minimized without sacrificing low-frequency
range by providing an appropriate port in the enclosure walI. Acoustical inertance of the port should resonate
with the enclosure capacitance at a frequency about an octave below cone-resonance frequency. H, Fig. 20.3.20,
shows that this extends the low-frequency range. This is most effective when the port area equaIs the cone-piston
area. Port inertance can be increased by using a duct. An extreme example of ducting is the acoustical Labyrinth
(Fig. 20.3.18e). When duct work is shaped to increase cross section gradually, the labyrinth becomes a low
frequency hom (Fig. 20.3.18f).

Direct-radiator loudspeaker efficiency is typicaLly Lto 5 percent. Small, highly damped types with miniature
enclo ures may be only O. Lpercent. Transistor amplifiers easiLy provide the audio power for domestic loudspeak
ers. However, in auditorium, outdoor. industrial, and military applications much higher efficiency is required.

Hom Loudspeakers

Higher efliciency is obtained with an acouslic hom, which is a tube of varying cross section having different
tem1inal areas to provide a change of acoustic impedance. Homs match the high impedance of dense
diaphragm material to the Low air impedance. Hom shape or taper affects the acoustical transformer response.
Conical, exponential, and hyperbolic tapers have been widely used. The potential low-frequency cutoff of a
hom depends on its taper rate. lmpedance transforming action is controlled by the ratio of mouth to throat
diameter.

Horn Drivers. Figure 20.3.21 shows hom-driving mechanisms and straight and folded homs of large- and
small-throat types. A large-throat driver (Fig. 20.3.2Ia) resembles a direct-radiator loudspeaker with a voice
coil diameter of 2 to 3 in. and a flux density around 15,000 G. A small-throat driver (Fig. 20.3.2Ib) resembles
a moving-coil microphone structure. Radiation is taken from the back of the diaphragm into the hom throat
through passages which deliver in-phase sound from all diaphragm areas. Diaphragm diameters are I to 4 in.
with throat diameters of 1/4 to I in. Flux density is approximately 20,000 G.

Large-Throat Horns. These are used for low-frequency loudspeaker systems. A folded hom (Fig. 20.3.2Lc)
is preferred over a straight hom (Fig. 20.3.2Id) for compaetness.

Small·Throat Horns. A foLded hom (Fig. 20.3.21 e) with sufficient length and gradual taper ean operate effi
ciently over a wide frequeney range. This hom is useful for outdoor musie reproduction in a range of 100 to
5000 Hz. Response smoothness is often compromised by segment resonances. Extended high-frequeney range
requires a straight-axis hom (Fig. 20.3.2If).
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Hom Directivity. Large-mouth homs of simple exponential design produce high-directivity radiation that
tends to narrow with increasing frequency (as in Fig. 20.3.13). [n applications requiring controlled directivity
over a broad angle and a wide frequency range, a hom array (shown in Fig. 20.3.22a) can be used, with numer
ous small hom mouths spread over a spherical surface and throats converging together. Figure 20.3.22b shows
the directional characteristics. Single sectoral homs with radial symmetry can provide cylindrical wavefronts
with smoother directional characteristics which are controlled in one plane. Recent rectangular or square
mouth "quadric" homs, designed by computer to have different conical expansion rates in horizontal and ver
lical planes, provide controlled directivity in both planes over a wide frequency range.

Special Loudspeakers

Special types of loudspeakers for limited applications include the following.
Electrostatic high-frequency units have an effective spacing of about 0.00 I in. between a thin metalized

coating on plastic and a perforated metal backplate. This spacing is necessary for sensitivity comparabIe 10

moving-coil loudspeakers, but it limits the amplitude and the frequency range. Extension of useful response 10

Ihe lower frequencies can be obtained with larger spacing, for example, 1116 in., with a polarizing polential of
several thousand volts. This type of unit employs push-pull operation.
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FIGURE 20.3.22 Hom array (ceJlular) and directional characterislics: (a) array: (b) horizonLal direelional curves.6

Modulated-airj1ow loudspeakers have an electromechanical mechanjsm for modulating the aÏrstream from
a high-pressure pneumatic source into a hom. Low audio power controls large acoustical power in lhis system.
A compressor is also needed. Nonlinear distortion in the aÏr and reduced speech intelligibility have been lim
itations of this high-power system.

loudspeaker Specifications and Measurements

Typicalloudspeaker specifications are shown in Table 20.3.1 for a variety of loudspeaker types.
Loudspeaker impedance is proportional to the voltage across lhe voice coil when driven by a high

impedance constant-current source. Conünuous power ratings are obtained from sustained life tests with

TABlE 20.3.1 Charucteristics of a Variety of Loudspeaker Types

olllpany Altec Altee Bozak ReA

Model no. 775C 1505B hom CM-109-23 LCIB
290D driver

Type Direct radiator CeJlular hom Three-way Dllo-cone
(3 x 5) column

Sensitivity (at 4 ft for I W), dB 95 110 106 95
Freqllency range, Hz 40-15,000 300-8,000 65-13,000 25-16,000

(± 4 dB)
Impedance, Q 8 4 8 15
Power rating, W 15 100 200 20
Distribution angle, deg 90 105 horizontaJ 90 horizonLal 120

60 vertical 30 vertical
Voice-coil diameter, in. 2 2.8 (3 sizes) (2 cones)
Cone resonance, Hz 52 (3 sizes) 22
Crossover frequency, Hz 500 800,2.500 1,600
Diameter, in. 83/8 18112 high 57 in. high 17

30112 wide 223/4 wide
Depth, in. 21/4 30 153/4 7112
Weight,lb 33/4 43 250 21
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typic.a~ ~udio-program material restricted to the frequency range appropriate for the loudspeaker type.
Sen ItIVlty, respons~-frequ~~cy cha~acteri~tics, frequency range, and directivity are most effectively mea
sured under anechOic condItIOns usmg cahbrated laboratory microphones and high-speed level recorders.
HO\ ~~er, data so measured should not be expected to be exactly reproducible under room-listening
condItIOns.

DisTortio!, m~aSlIr~lIleIlTS.in audio-electronic systems are generally of three types shown in Fig. 20.3.23.
F r harmomc dlstortlOn a smgle sinusoidal signal A is supplied to the loudspeaker and wave analysis

al Ihe harmonic frequencies determines Ihe percenl
distortion.

Both inlermodulation methods supply two sinusoidal
signals of differenl frequency 10 the loudspeaker. In the
older Society of MOIion Piclure and Television
Engineers (SMPTE) method the frequencies are widely
separated, and the dislortion is expressed in terrns of sum
and difference frequencies around the higher test fre
quency. This method is meaningful for wide-range loud
speaker syslems.

The CCIF (International Telephone Consultative
Commillee) method is more applicable to narrow-range
systems and loudspeakers receiving inpul at high fre
quencies. [t supplies two high frequencies 10 the loud-
peaker and check the low difference frequency.

Transienl intennodulation dislortion. resulting from
nonlinear re pon e 10 sleep wavefronls, is mea ured by
adding quare-wave (3.18-kHz) and -ine-wave (15-kHz)

inpu with a 4: I amplitude ratio. and ob er\'ing the mulliple um- and difference-frequency components
dded to tbe output pe trum.

EARPHONES

Equivalent Electric Circuits

Figure 20.3.24 shows a cross section of a moving-coil earphone and the equivalent electric circuit. The voice
coil force drives the voice coi l and diaphragm. (Mechanical resonance of earphone diaphragms occurs at a high
audio frequency in contrasilo loudspeakers.) Diaphragm motion creales sound pressure in several spaces
behind the diaphragm and the voice coil and belween the diaphragm and the earcap. lnertance and resistance
of the connecting holes and clearances combine with the capacilance of the spaces to add acoustical reso
nances. Z is the acoustical impedance of the ear.

Idealized Ear Loading

The ear is approximately an acoustical capacitance. However. acoustical leakage adds a parallel resislance
incrtance path affecting low-frequency response. AI high frequencies the ear canaJ-length resonance is a factor.

Since the eaI is a capacitance, the goal of earphone design is a constant diaphragm amplitude throughout
Ihe frequency range. This requires a stiffness-controlled system or a high-resonance frequency. The pOlential
across the ear is analogous to sound pressure wilhin the ear cavity. This sound pressure is proportional 10
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FIGURE 20.3.24 Moving-coil earphone cross section and equivalent electric circuitS

diaphragm area and inversely proportional to enclosed volume. Earphone loading conditions are extremely var
ied for different types of earphone mountings.

Earphone Mountings

The most widely used earphone is the single receiver unit on a telephone handset. It is intended to be held
against the ear but is often tilted away. leaving considerable leakage.

Headsets provide better communication than handsets because they supply sound to both ears and shield them.
A remote earphone can drive the ear canal through a small acoustic tube. The length may be an inch or two

for hearing aids and several feet for music listening on aircraft.

Efficiency, Impedance, and Driving Circuits
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Moving-iron earphones and microphones can be made efficient enough to operate as sound-powered (battery
less) telephone.. Eflicient magnet structures, minimum mechanical and acoustical damping, and minimum

volume of acoustical coupling are required for this pur
pose. In some earphone applications overall efficiency is
les critical, and wearer comfort is important.

losert earphones need less efficiency than extemal ear
phones because the enclosed volume is much smaller; how
ever, they require moderate efficiency to save the amplifier
batteries.

Circumaural earphones are frequently driven by ampli
fiers otherwise used for loudspeakers. Here efficiency is less
important than power-delivering capacity.

Typically I mW of audio power to an earphone will pro
duce 100 to 110 dB in a standard 6-cm3 coupier. The same
earphone will produce less sound level in an earmuff than
in an ear cushion and more when coupled to an ear insert.

The shape of the enclosed volume also affects response.
The farther the driver is from the eardrum the lower tbe fre
quency of standing-wave resonance. Small tube diameters
produce high-frequency attenuation.

The response-frequency characteristic of moving-iron or
piezoelectric earphones is quite dependent on source imped

ance. A moving-iron earphone having uniform response when driven at constant power will have a rising
response (with increasing frequency) at constant current and a falling response at constant voltage (Fig. 20.3.25).

1.000
frequency.Hl

FIGURE 20.3.25 Effect of source impedance upon
earphone response curve: (a) constant currenl; (h) con
stant voltage; (c) constant power.9
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Real-Ear Response
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The variety of earphone-coupling methods and the variability of outer-ear geOlnetry (among different listen
ers) make response data from artificial ears only indicative, not definitive. Out of necessity a real-ear response

measuring technique was developed. A listener adjusls
headset input to match headset loudness to an extemal
calibrated sound wave in an anechoic chamber. From
matching data at numerous frequencies an equivalent
free-tïeld sound-pressure level can be plotted for con
stant input to the earphone. This curve usually differs
from a sound-level curve on a simple earphone cou
pIer. Thc reason is that probe measurements of sound
at Ihe eardrum and oulside Ihe ear in a free field differ
because of car amplification and diffraclion aboul the
head (Fig. 20.3.26).

AeolIstic attel/I/atioll byearpholles can be measured
either by Ihreshold shift or by matching the loudness of

lone heard from an eXlema] loudspeaker, with and withoul Ihe headsel on. The sound-level difference is plol
led as attenuation in decibels.

Monaural, Diotic, and Binaural listening

handscl earphone pro ide monaurallislening. Diolic listening wilh [he ame audio signal in balh earphone
localiz ound \ ilhin the head. This i nol unplea ant and may actually he an aid la concenlralion. In natura!
binaura.llj 'Iening tbe ears receive 'ound dilferclllly from (he same source unless it is directlyon Ihe listening
axi. uall there are difference in pha e. arrivaJ lime. and pectrum (bccause of diffraclion aboullhe head).

Recording pro ide true binauraJ effe IS nl if Ihe IWO re ording microphone are on an artjficial head.
lereophonic mi roph ne are u uall)' paraled mu h farther. 0 [hat headsct Ii lening gives an exaggeraled

effect. For ome li leners thj i an enbancemenl.
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CHAPTER 20.4
DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDING
AND REPRODUCTION

Daniel W. Martin, Ronaid M. Aarts

INTRODUCTION

A digitaI revolution has occurred in audio recording and reproduction that has made some previous techniques only
of historical interest. AJthough analog recording and reproduction systems have been greatly improved (Fig. 20.4.1),
their capabilities are still short of ideal. For example, they could not provide the dynamie range of orchestral
instrument sounds (e.g., from 42 dB on a soft low l1ute note to 120 dB for a bass drum peak), plus a reasonable
ratio of weakest signal to background noise. Mechanical analog records are stilllimited by inherent non]inear dis
tortions as weil as surface noise, and magnetic anaJog recording is lim.ited by inherent modulation noise.

Digital audio signal transmission, recording. and playback have numerous potential advantages. wh.ich,
with appropriale specificalions and quality contro!. can now he rea]ized as will flOW he shown.

DIGITAL ENCODING AND DECODING

There is much more to digital audio than encoding the analog ignal and decoding the digital signaJ. but this
is basic. The rest would he largely irrelevant if it were not both advantageous and practically feasible to con
vert analog audio signals to digitaI for transmission, storage, and eventual retrieval.

A digital audio signal is a discrete-time, discrete-amplitude representation of the original analog audio sig
nal. Figure 20.4.2 is a simple encoding example using only 4 bits. The amplitude of the continuous analog
audio signal wavetra.in A is sampled at each narrow pulse in the dock-driven pulse train B, yielding for each
discrete abscissa (time) value a discrete ordinale (voltage) value represented by a dot on or near lhe analog
curve. The vertical scale is subdivided (in this example) into 16 possible voltage values, each represented by a
binary number or "word." The first eight words can he read out either in parallel

1000, 1010, 1011, 1011, 1010, 1000, Ol ]0,0101 •...

on four channels, or in sequence

10001010101110] 11010100001100101 ...

on a single channel for transmission, optional recording and playback, and decoding into an approximation of
the original wavetrain. Unless intervening noise approaches the amplitude of the digit I, the transmilted or
played-back digital information matches the original digital information.

Tbe degree to which digitization approximates the analog curve is deterrnined by the number of digits cho
sen and lhe number of samplings per second. Both numbers are a matter of choice, but the present specifica
tions for digital audio systems generaHy use 16 bits for uniform quantization (65,536 identifiabIe values),

20.37
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received conductively or electromagnetically. Alternatively, it may be stored and later retrieved by recording
and playback. Or transmission may simply be into and out of a digital signal processing system, which pur
posely alters or enhances the signaI in a mannel' not easily accomplished by analog means.

In any case the frequenc)' range of the analog input signal must be limited, by the first low-pass filter of
Fig. 20.4..1, to less than one-half the sampling frequency. For 16-bit accuracy in digitization this filter proba
bi needs a stop-band atlenuation greater than 60 dB, a signal-to-noise ratio of 100 dB, bandpass ripple less
than 0.2 dB. and differential nonlinelllity Iess than 0.0075 percent.

The next block is a sample-and-hold analog circuit which tracks the input voltage and samples it during a
very short portion of the sampling period; it then holds that vulue during the remainder of the sampling peri
od until the next sampling begins. Possible faults in sampling inclllde timing "jitler," which adds modulation
noise, and "droop" in the held voltages during digitization.

The analog-to-digital converter qllantizes each of t.he sllccession of held voltages shown and turns them ioto
a sequence of binary numbers. the first of which (1000. corresponding to 16) is shown at the outputs of the
om·erter. For practical reasons the parallel output information from the converter is put into sequential form

in the transmilting system by multiplexing. for example. before transmission or recording occurs.
Demultiplexing in the receiving syslem pULS lhe data back into parallel form for digilal-to-analog conver

ion. Po sible faults in the con ersion include gain elTors, which increase quantizing error, and nonlinearity or
relative nonuniformity. which cause dislortion. The secOlld low-pass filter removes t.he scanning frequency and
its harmonics. \ hich, although inalldible themselves. can create audible distortion in the analog output system.

TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION OF THE DIGITAL AUDIO 51GNAL

A pre\;ou Iy tated. other digital function- and control are required 10 assist in the encoding and decoding.
Figure _0.4.4 mplement Fig. 20.4.3 b hO\ ing in a block diagrmn that. analog-to-digital (AID) conver ion
an t.ran mi ion (or t rage) have intervening digital pI' e ing and lhat all lhree are synchronized under dig
ita] 1 k ontrol. In reception (or pla back), equival nt digital c nuol i required for reception. digital repro
c ing. and digilal-lo-analog DI) m'ersi n. E ample of the e functi n and controls are multiplexing
of tbe AID output. digital proce iDg 10 inlrodu eredundan y C I' ub quent error deieclion and correelion,

n'o r tem ontrol when m chanical componen are inv Iv d. and digital proc s ing 10 overcome inher
ent transrni ion line or re ording media characteri tic . The digitization il elf may be performed in any of a
Dumber of way: traigbtforward. uniform b uec iv appr xim li n . c mpandin . or diffcrenlial melh
ods u h d lta modulaLion. tail d d ign of much of thi circuill)' i in lhe d main of digilal-circuil and

Analog
proc. AID ......--1 Digitel

proc.

Reception
or

playback

Anelog
proc.

f:iIGURE 20.4.4 Block diagram of the basic functions in a digital audio sySlem.
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FIGURE 20.4.5 Subframe format recommended for serial transmission of linearly rep
resenled digilal audio data.

integrated-circuit engineering, beyond tbe scope of this chapter. However, tbe audio system engineer is respon
sible for tbe selection, specitication, and (ultimately) standardization of sampling rate, filter cutoff frequency
and rate, number of digils, digitization method, and code error-correction melhod, in consultation witb broad
casl, video, and transmission engineers with whose systems compatibility is necessary.

Compatibility should be facilitated by following tbe "Serial Transmission Formal for Linearly Represenled
Digital Audio Data" recommended by the Audio Engineering Society, in which digital audio sample data with
in a subframe (Fig. 20.4.5) is accompanied by otber data bits conlaining auxiliary informalion needed for func
tions and conlrols such as Ihose listed above. Two 32-bit subframes in sequence, one for each channel (of
stereo, for example), comprise a frame transmitled in any one period of Ihe sampling frequency. A channel (or
modulalion) code of tbe biphase mark, self-clocking Iype is applied to tbe data prior to transmission, in order
10 embed a data-rale clock signal which enables correcl operation of the receiver. In tbis code all informalion
is conr.ained in the transitions, which simplifies dock extraction and channel decoder synchronization.

The audio signal data may occupy eilher 20 or 24 bits of the subframe, preceded by 4 bits of synchroniz
ing and idenlifying preamble for designating Ihe start of a frame and block, or the start of tbe firsl or tbe sec
ond subframe. If Ihe full 24 bils are not needed for Ihe audio sample, tbe tirst four can be auxiliary audio data.

Following the audio data are four single bits Ihal indicate (V) whether the previous audio sample dala bits
are valid; (U) any informalion added for assisting the user of tbc dala; (C) information about system parame
ters; and (P) parily for detection of transmission errors for monitoring channel reliabilily.

Within the audio field il is the Audio Engineering Society (AES) thai ha determined many standard .
Among these tbere are a few digital interconnect standards [http://www.aes.orglstandardsl]. Tbe AES30-l985
document has formed tbe basis for tbe international standards documents conceming a two-channel digital aud.io
interface. Tbe society has been instrurnental in coordinating professional equipment manufacturers' views on
interface standards altbough it has tended to ignore consumer applications to some extent, and this is perhaps
one of tbe principal roots of confusion in tbe field. 3 The consumer interface was initially developed in 1984 by
Sony and Philips for tbe CD system and is usually called Sony-Philips digital interface (SPDlF). The interface
is serial and self-clocking. The two aud.io channels are carried in a multiplexed fashion over tbe same channel
and tbe data are combined with a doek signal in such a way tbat tbe clock may be extracted at the receiver side.

A further standard was devised, originally caJled multichannel audio digital interface (MADI), which is
based on tbe AES3 data format and has been standardized as AES I0- 1991. It is a professional interface tbat
can accommodate up to 56 audio channels.

Bluetooth

Bluetooth is a low-cost, low-power, short-range radio technology, originally developed as a cable replacement
10 connect devices.4 An application of B1uetooth is as a carrier of audio information. This functionality allows
to build devices such as wireless headsets, microphones, headphones, and cellular phones. Tbe audio quality
provided by Bluetootb is tbe same as one would expect from acellular telephone.
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IEEE1394

IEEEU94 is a standard defining a high-speed serial bus. This bus is also named FireWire or LLink. It is a ser·
ial bus similar in principle 10 UBS, but runs at speeds of up 10 400 MbitJs, and is not cenlered around a PC
i.e.. there may be none or multiple PCs on the same bus). It has a mode of transmission that guarantees band·

width that makes it ideal for audio transmission digital video cameras and similar devices.

DIG/TAL AUDIO TAPE RECORDING AND PLAYBACK

The availability of adaptable types of magnetic tape video recorders accelerated digital-audio-recording devel
opment in the tape medium. Nippon Columbia had developed a video-type recorder into a PCM tape recorder
for eight channels of audio information wilh each channel sampled at 47.25 kHz. Now numerous manufaetur
ers produce audio tape recorders for professional reeording studios, and some large recording companies have
developed digita.l master tape recording systems including digital editors and mixers.

An inherent disadvantage of digital recording and playback especially in the tape medium. has been dropout
caused by voids or scratches in the tape. Some dropouts are inevitable, so protective or corrective means are
used such a interlacing the encoded signa.! with redundancy, or reserving and using bits for error·detection
·chemes. e.g., recording sums of words, for comparison wilh sums simultaneously calculated from playback of
the word. Such error detection can trigger Ihe SubSlilution of adjacent dala, for example. into the dropout gap.

Digital audio lape recorders are of two different type • helical·scan and multitrack using rotary and sta·
tionary heads. respectively. Helical-scan systems already bad me needed bandwidth, but improved recording
densities and multitrack head stacks allowed multitrack systems to become competit.ive. A variety of tape for

t h been developed. Table 20.4.1 how' part of the specification for a multilrack profe sional digital
rd r. tbe S n PCM-3324.

Two new mod of recording 00 mago lic tape ha e pemlilled large incre e in lineal den ity of record
ing and igna.!-Io-noi ratio, both great ad\'antage (or digital ma netie recording. Perpendicular (or verticaI)
recording (see Fig. _0.4.00) u a magoetic film e.e.. CoCr cry tallite ), which has a pref'crred anisolr0py
n nnal to the urfa e. In n t to on enl.i n I longitudinal magncli re ording. demagnetizalion is weak al
bon wa elength . in ing th igna.! amplilud al high frequenci . nOlh r advantage i lhal harp tran i-

(jon between binary late i po ible. eclor leId recordin , (Fig. 20A.6b) wilh isolropi panicles and micro-
g p he h a.! led 10 high r bil den iti .

TABLE 20.4.1 Specifications for the PCM-3324

with ±12.S% vernier}70.01 cm, 44.1 kHz

76.20 cm Is, 48.0 kHz

(selectable at recording, automatic switching in playback)
Tape: O.5-in. (l2.7-mm) digitaI audio tape
Quantization: 16-bit linear per channel
Dynamic range: more than 90 dB
Frequency response: 20 Hz 10 20 kHz, +O.S, -\.O dB
Total harmon.ic dislOrtion: less lhan O.OS%
Wow and flutter: undetectable
Emphasis: SO JlIfIs/lS ps (ElAl format and compact disc compatible)
Format: DASH-F (fast)
Channel coding: HDM-I
Error control: cross·interleave code

Number of channels (one track per channel):
digital audio 24, analog audio 2, time code I, control I; lotal 28

Tape speed, sampling rate:
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FIGURE 20.4.6 New recording modes: (a) perpendicular recording
(CoCr); adjacenl dipole fields aid; (b) veclor field recording (isolropic
medium): longitudinal and perpendicular fields aid al short wavelength.

Digital Compact Cassette IDCC)

After intensive research on digital audio tape (DAT), Philips built on this research to develop the digital com
pact cassette (DCC) recorder (Fig. 20.4.7). To make DCC mechanically (and dimensionally) compatible with
analogue cassettes. and their tape mechanisms, the same tape speed of 4.76 cm/s (P/8 inJs) was adopted. At

AUDIO IN/OUT PAse PROCESSOR TAPE DRIVE UNIT

Aux. Code
BLoeK DIAGRAM

~ Record

<c= Playback

BROADBAND
AUDIO

48kHz - 1.7Mb/s
44kHz - 1.6Mb/s
32kHz - 1.2Mb/s

FIGURE 20.4.7 DCC recorder bloek diagram (Ref. 5).
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!hat tape peed. matching the quality of CD reproduction required compression of the digital audio data stream
(1.4 million bitsIs) by at least 4 to I. DCC's coding system, called precision adaptive sub-band coding (PASC)
a hieves the compression after digitally filtering !he audio frequency range into 32 sub-bands of equal bandwidth.
The PASC signal processor adapts its action dynamically in each sub-band (a) by omitting data for sound
I ing below !he hearing threshold at that frequency and time, and (b) by disregarding data for weak sounds in
an ub-band that would be masked (rendered inaudible) at !hat time by the presence of stronger sounds in
adjacent or nearby sub-bands. Bits are reallocated to sub-bands when needed for accuracy, from sub-bands
where not needed at !he time. to optimize coding accuracy overall. The PASC sequential data, together with
error correction codes and other system inforrnation are multiplexed into eight channels for recording on eight
185p n1-\ ide tracks. The 3.78 mm wide tape accommodates two sets of eight tracks, one forward and one
reverse. alongside auxiliary code data on a separate track providing track and index numbers, time codes, and
o fOM. In playback !he tape output signals are amplified. equalized, demodulated, wi!h error detection and

correction. The PASC processor reconstructs !he input data !hat are fed to the digital-to-analogue converler.
PASC i compatible wi!h all three existing sampling frequencies, 32, 44.1, and 48 kHz wi!h sub-band widths
of -00.690. and 750 Hz respectively and corresponding frame periods of 12, 8.7, and 8 msec.

The 18-channel !hin-film playback head has magnetoresistive sensors having resistance that varies with the
angle between the sensor's electrical bias current vector and the magnetization vector. AI!hough the recorded
digital track is 185 pm wide. Ihe playback sensor is only 70 pn1 wide, allowing considerabie azimu!h toler
ance. When playing analog audio cas ene tapes each audio lrack uses more than one sensor. as shown, to
improve S r.ltio.

DIGITAL AUDIO DISC RECORDING AND PLAYBACK

in \ideo di . two genera! lype of digilal audio disc were d veloped. One type recorded binary infor
matioo mecbanically or eleclTÎcall along a piral groov lhat provid guidance during playback for a lightly

ot ctiog pi kup. The nd t pc u.ed plical I er re ording of the digilal in~ rrnalion in aspiral panem
and opti al pla back mean- which ck th pallcm wi!hoUI contactin' !he di direclly. The oplicallype now

ppears to he dominant.

Optical Digital Discs

lbe compact di optical digjtal I rag and reprodu i 0 Y I m. a mil I ne in n urn r elc tronie. W

m Ïbl by me nn 0 igniE n! progres in h of a nurn r f di erenl (aled area of teeh
nology. Optical media capable of high storage densily had long been available at high cost, but more durable
optical surfaces of lower costs, integrated solid-state lasers, and mass-producible optical light pens were all
required to permil economical optical recording and playback. Mechanical drive systems of higher accuracy
were needed under servocontrol by digital signaIs. Advanced digital signal processing algorithms, complex
electron ic circuitry. and very large-scale integration (VLSI) implementation were part of !he overall syslem
dt:velopment. Many research organizations contributed 10 !he state of the art, and in 1980 two of the leaders,
Philips and Sony, agreed on standardization of !heir compact disc optica! systems which had been developing
along similar but independent paths. .

On the reflective surface of !he compact optical disc is a spiral track of successive shallow depressions or PItS.
The encoded digital inforrnation is stored in !he length of the pits and of !he gaps between !hem, wi!h the ~si
tions from pit to gap (or vice versa) playing a key role. The disc angular rotation is controlled for constant linear
velocity of track readout on !he order of 1.3 mis. A beam from a solid-state laser, focused on !he disco is reflect
ed, aft~r modulation by !he disc track inforrnation, to a photodiode !hat supplies input to the digil.al processing
circuitry. Focusing of the laser spot on the spiral track is servocontroUed. .

In the compact disc system, as in most storage or transmission of digital data, the NO conversIOn data.are
transformcd 10 cope with !he characteristics of the storage medium. Such transformation, called modulallon.
invo!ves (I) the addition uf redundant informalion to!he data, and (2) modulalion of !he combined data to co~
pensate for medium characteristics (e.g., high-frequency losses). The modulalion method for!h~ compact disc
syslem. calJed eighl-to-fourteen modulation (EFM). is an 8-data-bit to 14-channel-bit conversIOn block code
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with a space of 3 channel bits (called merging bits) for every converted 14 channel bits for connecting the
blocks. Figure 20.4.8 shows the format in the compact disc encoding, and Table 20.4.2 the disc specification.

The purpose of the redundant information is to be able to detect and correct errors that occur because of
storage medium imperfections. It is important to minimize the probability of occurrence of such imperfections.
The use of optical noncontacting readout from a signal surface protected by a plastic layer allows most of the
signal errors at the surface to be reduced to random errors of several bits or larger burst errors. The error
correcling code, !he cross-interleave Reed-Solomon code (CIRC), adopted in !he standardization provides highly
efficient detection and correction for errors of these types. ft happens that !he EFM modulation me!hod and the
CIRC error-correction method used in the compact disc system are weil matched. This combination is credited
with much of the system's success.

Between tape mastering and replication lies a complex and sophisticated disc mastering process which gets
the informatioll into the CD standard format and onto the surface of the CD disc master. Optical disc prepara
tion, recording, development. electroplatillg, stamping, molding, and protection film coating are the major
steps in the highly technological production process.

MiniDisc (MD) System

For oplical digilal di cs to compete more favorably with digital audio tape. a recordabie, erasable medium was
Ileeded. Magncto-optical di c combined the erasability of magnetic storage wilh the large capacity and long
life of optical storage. An optical disc, with its digital data slTeam recordable in a tight spiral pattem, provides
rapid track access for selective playback or re-recording.

TABLE 20.4.2 Specifications for a Compact Disc

Playing time: 75 min
Rotating speed: 1.2-1.4 mis (conslant linear velocity)
Track pilCh: 1.6 pm
Disc diameter: 120 mm
Disc thickness: 1.2 mm
Center hole: 15 mm
Signal surface: 50-1164> mm (signa) starts from inside)
Channel number: 2
Quantization: 16-bit linear per channel
Sampling rale: 44.1 kHz
Data rate: 2.0338 Mb/s
Channel bit rale: 4.3218 Mb/s
Error protectjon: CIRC (cross-inlerleave Reed-Solomon code), redundancy 25% (413)
Modulalion: EFM (eighl-lo-fourteen modulation)
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DVD Discs ROM VIDEO AUDIO

• : Record of Video Contents is possible

FIGURE 20.4.9 DVD specifications for DVD-ROM. DVD-video. and
DVD·aud.io read only di kso pan I 104. .

On the blank disc is a thin film of magneto-optic malenal embedded within a proleclive layer, with all of !he
magneti domains pointing north pole do\ n (a digilal zero). The magnetic field needed tor reversalof polarity
(to convert from zero 10 one) i ver)' lemperalUre dependent. At room tempenuure reversaJ requires a very strong
magnetic field. However. al aboul 150°C only a mail coercive force. provided by a dc magnelic bias field, i
n ed. During recording. a high-power laser beam. modulaled b. the digital dala stream heats microscopie pots
00 tbe rotatiog magnelo-optic urfa (wilhin nan onds 10 temperalure that allow the de magnetie bias field
10 convert zeroe to ooes. eo the laser beam i oIT. th pol 0 th m dium cool ery rapidly. leaving !he

i:red pan m f magoetic polariry. ure an be effect b repeating Ihe procedure wilh Ihe de bias re\/Crsed.
Playb k u a I w-power la r beam. which. u of Ihe Kerr magn I plic effe .1, h its plane of

polarization rotaled on wa or tbe ther depending n tb ma n Ij pol cilY of tbc re rded bil. An Opla-
electronic pla b k b d th polarizati n and live the digil I play k ignn!.

Sony magneto-optic MiniDi . 6.4 m( Ihin.)indi.ame r.hAIft 1 f D.To mpcn t ~ rred
recording area, a digilaJ audio compression technique called adaptive transfonn acoustic coding (ATRAC) is used.
The analog signaJ is digitized at 44.1 kHz sampling frequency with 16-bit quantization. Waveform segrnents of
about 20 ms and 1000 samples are converted to frequency components that are analyzed for magnitude by the
encoder and compressed. Threshold and masking effects are used as criteria for disregarding enough data for an
overall reduction of abOUI 5 to I. During playback, the ATRAC decoder regenerates an anaJog signal by combin·
ing tbe frequency components recorded on the magoelo-optic disco An added feature of the compression circuil is
storage of 3 s of playback time when potential interruptions could occur owing to system shock or vibration.

Digital Versatile Disc-Audio (DVD-Al

DVD-Audio is a HiFi musie fonnat based on the same DVD technology as the DVD-Video discs and DVD
ROM computer discs, see Fig. 20.4.9. The disc struclUre is basically the same.

Recorded with current CD recording methods (PCM), DVD-Audio has a theoretical sampling rale of 192 kHz
with 24-bit processing. Like Super Audio CD (SACD) and normal DVD-Video and DVD-Data formats, DVD-Audio
discs can store 4.7-GB with a choice of 2-channel and 6-channel audio tracks or a mix of both (sec Table 20.4.3).

Like SACD, information such as track names, artisls' biographies, and still images can be stored. The for
mat is supported by DVD-Video players made after about November 2000. Manufacturers are making audio
machines compatible with playing both types of disco Titles are available in both Dolby digital mix (so !hey
are compatible on all DVD-Video players) and specific DVD-Audio (requiring the separate player).
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TABLE 20.4.3 Specitication of OVO-A

Audio
eombination Configuration

Playing time in
minutes (single layer)

Playing time in
minutes (duallayer)

2 channels
2 channels
6 channels
5 channels
2 channels &

5 channels

48 kHz, 24 bits, 2 ch
192 kHz, 24 bits, 2 ch
96 kHz, 16 bits, 6 eh
96 kHz, 20 bits, 5 ch
96 kHz, 24 bits, 2 ch +

96 kHz, 24 bits, 3 ch &
48 kHz, 24 bits, 2 ch

PCM

258
64
64
61
43 eaeh

MLP

409
119
201
137
79 each

PCM

469
117
117
112
78 each

MLP

740
215
364
248
144 each

NQle: MLP is an acronym for Mcridian Losslcss Packing. a losslcss coding schcme (sec Losslcss Coding seclion).

Super Audio CD

Super Audio CD is a new format. h uses direcl stream digital (DSD) and a 4.7-GB disc wilh 2.8 MHz sam
pling frequency (i.e., 64 times lhe 44.1 kHz used in CD) enabling a very high quality audio format. Technical
comparison belween conventionaJ CD and SACD is delailed in Table 20.4.4.

The main idea of the hybrid disc format (see Fig. 20.4.10) is 10 combine both well-known lechnologies, CD
and DVD, respeclively, 10 keep compatibilily witb the CD players in lhe market, and to use the existing DVD
video process lools to make a two-Iayer disc, i.e., 10 add a high-densily layer 10 a CD refleclive layer. As shown
in Table 20.4.4, lhe slorage capacily of lhe high-density layer is 6.9 times higher than lhe slorage capacity of
a conventional CD.

Direct Stream Digital

The solution came in tbe form of lhe DSD signal processing lechnique. OriginaJly developed for the digital
archiving of priceless anaJog masler lapes, DSD is based on a I-bil sigma-delta modulation logether with a
fifth-order noise-shaping filler and operales wilh a sampling frequency of 2.8224 MHz (i.e., 64 times lhe 44.1
kHz used in CD), resulting in an ullrahigh signaJ-to-noise ralio in the audio band.

TABLE 20.4.4 Comparison Between Convemional CD and SACD

Oiameter
Thickness
Max. substrate thickness error
Signa! sides
Signal layers

Data capacity
Retlective layer
Semitransmissive layer
Audio coding
Standard CO audio
Super Audio
Multichannel
Frequency response
Dynamic range
Playback time
Enhanced capability

Conventional compact disc

120 mm (4-3/4 in.)
1.2 mm (1120 in.)
+/-100 JlITl
I
I

680MB

16-bit/44.1 kHz

5-20,000 Hz
96 dB across the audio bandwidth
74 min
CO text

Super Audio CO

120 mrn (4-3/4 in.)
2 x 0.69 mrn = 1.2 rnrn (1120 in.)
+/-30 JlITl
1
2: CO-density rellective layer + high-density

sernitransmissive layer

680MB
4.7GB

16-bit/44.1 kHz
I-bit OS012.8224 MHz
6 channels of DSO
OC(OHOO,ooo Hz (OSO)
120 dB across the audio bandwidth (OSO)
74 min
Text, graphics, and video
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FIGURE 20.4.10 Hybrid disc content of Ihe Super Audio CD
(a), hybrid disc construction (b), and hybrid disc signal reading (c).

The Three Tvpe of Super Audio CO

The SACD standard, published by Philips and Sony in March 1999, defines three possibIe disc types (see
Fig. 20.4. JO). The first !Wo types are discs containing onJy DSD data; the single layer disc can contain 4,7 GB of
data. while the duaJ layer disc contains slightly less than 9 GB. The third version-the SACD Hybrid-combines
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a single 4.7 OB layer with a conventional CO that can be played back on standard CO players. (For more infor
mation see http://www.sacd.philips.coml)

RDAT

Rotary head digital audio tape (RDAT) is a semiprofessional recording format, an instrumentation recorder,
and a computer data recorder.6 Mandatory specification are:

• 2 channels (optional more)

• 48 or 44.1 kHz sampling rate

• 16 bits quantization

• 8.15 mmls tape speed

• 2 h playing time (13 Jlm tape)

• The cassette has a standardized format of 73 x 54 x 10.5 mm, which is rather smaller than the compact cassette.

OTHER APPLICATIONS OF DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING

The main applications of audio OSP are high-quality audio coding and the digital generation and manipulation
of music signais. They share common research topics including perceptual measurement teehniques and knowl
edge and various analysis and synthesis methods.1 Chen8 gives a review of the history of research in audio and
eleclroacoustics, including electroacouslic devices, noise control, echo cancellation, and psychoacouslics.

Reverbera/ion. For some years digital processing of audio signals has been used for special purposes (e.g.,
echo and reverberation effects) in systems that were otherwise analog in nature. The possibility was suggesl
ed by computer-generated "colorless" artificial reverberation experiments. When high-quality AID and DIA
conversion became economical, digital time-delay and reverberation units followed. Figure 20.4.1 la is a block
diagram of a digital audio reverberation system in which lhe complete musical impulse sound reaching a lis
tener (Fig. 20.4.11 b) consists of slightly delayed direct signal, followed by a group of simulated early reflec
tions from a tapped digital delay line and a "reverberant tail" added to its envelope by a reverberat.ion proces or
using multiple recursive structures to produce a high time density of simulated retlections.

Di/her is u ed to prevent perceptually annoying errors like quantizers. It is a random "noise" proce s added
to a ignal prior to its (re)quantization in order to conlrol the statistical properties of the quantization error.9.10

A common stage to perfonn dithering is after the various digilal signal processing stages just ahead of the
quantization before storing the signalor sending it to a digital-to-analog converter (OAC).

A special topic in signaI processing for sound reproduction is overcoming the limitations of the reproduc
Lion set-up, e.g., reproduction of bass frequencies through smallloudspeakers. 11 Another limitation is the dis
lance between the two loudspeakers of a stereophonic setup. If one likes to increase the apparent distance,
frequency dependent cross talk between the channels can be applied. 12

Lossless Cading. Lossless compression is a technique to reeode digital data in such a way that the data
occupy fewer bits than before. In the PC world these programs are widely used and known under various
names such as PkZip. For digital audio these programs are not very weil suited, since they are optimized for
text data and programs. Figure 20.4.12 shows a block diagram representing tbe basic operations in most loss
less compression algorithms involved in compressing a single audio channel. I3

All of the techniques studied are based on the principle of flest removing redundancy from the signal and
lhen coding the resulting signal with an efficient coding scheme. First the data are divided into independent
frames of equal time duration in the range of 13 to 26 ms, which results in a frame of 576 to 1152 samples if
a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz is used. Then the bits in each frame are deeorrelated by some prediction algorithm
as shown in Fig. 20.4.13.

The value of a sample x[n] is predicted using the preceding samples x[n - I], x[n - 2], ... , by using the fil
ters A, Band quantizer Q. The error signal e(n) that remains after prediction is in general smaller than x, and
wil] Lherefore require fewer bits for its exact digitaI representation. The coefficients of the filters A and Bare
transmitted as weil, which makes an exact reconstruction of x[n] possible.
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FIGURE 20.4.11 The basic operations in most lossless compression algorithms.

The third stage is an entropy coder, which removes further redundancy from the residual signa! e[nj, and
again in this process no information is lost. Most coding schemes use one of these three aJgorithms:

• Huffman, run length, and Rice coding, see Ref. 13 for more details

• Meridian Lossless Packing (MLP) for DVD-A

• Direct Stream Transfer for SACD
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, FlGURE 20.4.12 The basic operalions in mOSl lossless compression algorithms.

Wotermarking. The advantages of digital processing and distribution of multimedia, such as noise-free
transmission and the possibility of digital signal processing on these media, are obvious. The disadvantage,
from the viewpoint of media producers and content providers, can be the possibility of unlimited coping of
digital data without loss of quality. Digital copy protection is a way to overcome these problems. Another
method is the embedding of digital watermarks into the multimedia. 14

The walermark is an unremovable digital code, robustly and imperceptibly embedded in the host data and typ
ically contains information about the origin, status, andlor destination of the data. While copyright protection is
the most prominent application of watermarking techniques, other methods exist. including data authentication
by means of fragile watermarks that are impaired or destroyed by manipulations. embedded transmission of
value-added services, and embedded data labeling for other purposes than copyright protection such as moni
toring and tracking.

Multimedia Content Analysis

Multimedia content analysis refers 10 the computerized understanding of semantic meanings of multimedia doe
urnents such as a video sequence with an accompanying audio track. There are many features that can be used to
characterize audio signais. Usually audio features are extracted in two levels: short-term frame level and long
term clip level. where a frame is about 101040 ms. To revealthe semanlic meaning of an audio signal. analy-
is over a much longer period is necessary, usually from I to 10 S.15

Special Effects. If a single variably delayed echo signaJ (t > 40 ms) is added 10 direct signal at a low fre
quency « I Hz). a sweeping comb filter sound effect is produced calledflanging. When multiple channel of
les er delay (e.g.. 10 to 25 ms) are u ed. a "chorus" effect i oblained from a single input voice or tone.

TIme-Seale Modification. Minor adjuslment of the duration of prerecorded programs to fit available pro
grann time can be accomplished digitally by loading a random-access memory with a sampled digital input sig
nal and then outputting the signa! with wavefarm sections of the memory repeated or skipped as needed under

+

FIGURE 20.4.13 Genera! structure for prediction.

e{n)
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computer control, in order to approximate a continuous output signalof different duration. A related need, 10

change the fundamental (pitch) frequency of recorded speech or music without changing duration, involves tbe
u of different input and output cloek frequencies, along with repeating or skipping waveform segments as
needed to retain constant duration.

Other digital audio components that offer advantages, or indeed are essential, once the system goes digitaI,
include filters. equalizers. level controllers, background-noise reducers, mixers, and editors.

The compact disc, developed especially for audio uses, provides a multimegabyte storage technique, which
i very attractive in many other applicalions for read-only memories. Conversely, in the evolution of telecom
muni aLion networks, new techniques for signal decompositioD and reconstruction, and for echo cancellations,
suggest further audio improvemeI1ls in conference pickup and transmission, for example. The interchange
between digital audio and other branches of digital communication continues.

MPEG Audio Coding General

Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) is weU known for its developments of a series of standards for tbe cod
iog of audiovisual content [hnp://www.cselt.itlmpegl].lniLiaUy targeted at the storage of audiovisual content on
compact disc media. the MPEG-I standard was finalized in 1992 and included the first generic standard for low
bit-rate audio within the audio part. Then the MPEG-2 standard was compleled and extended MPEG-I tech
nolog toward the needs of digilal ideo broadcast. On the audio side. these extensions enabled coder
operation at lower sampling rales (for multimedia applications) and coding of multichannel audio. In 1997 tbe
standard of an enbanced multichannel coding system (MPEG-2 Advanced Audio Coding, AAC) was defined.
The so-called MP3 i the popular name for MPEG-\ Layer 111. Then the MPEG-4 slandard was developed,
\ ith new functionalitie such a object-based representation, conlenl-based inleractivity. and scalability; tbe
1PEG-4 tandard was developed in veral teps (called ersion. ). adding exten ions to tbe basic technology

~ r audi . Reference 16 de ribes in ome detail the key Ie hnologie :lIld main feature of MPEG-\ and
~1PEG-_ audio coders. In \996 the effort behind PEG-? w tarted. MPEG-? define a universa! Slalldard

ized m bani m for exchanging de riptive data that are able to characterize many a peet of multimedia con·
ent itb a worldwide interoperabilit.17 rasthe official name y. a "multimedia ontent de cription
inten ce:' \Vork n tbe ne tandard EG-21 "Multimedia ram work" w tarted in June 2000. The
vi ion for MPEG-_I i t d fine a multimedi fram w rk t enab1e tran parent and au mcnted use of multi-
media reso a wid ran f n tw r' and d vi e u d b diffe nt c mmunitie .
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